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ABSTRACT

The aero d y n a m i c

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s have b e e n s t u died

of a wide b l e e d

slot

in a s i m u l a t i o n

of the b l e e d

throat

in the p r e s e n c e

of some e x t e r n a l

aircraft.

The

of a t e r m i n a l

arrangements-

c o m p ression

shock wave

employed

intakes

at the

on supe r s o n i c

p r oblem was to i n v e s t i g a t e the natu r e

flow field above the

slot

and to

determine the

of the

g o v e r n i n g flow

mech a n i s m .

A comprehensive
wit h

a theoretical

series

study of the

of m e a s u r e m e n t s ,

essentially

of an y shock w a v e / f r e e

shear layer

the

inviscid m o del

formulation

e x h i b i t e d the
flow,

of an

correct

in v i s c i d nature

i n t e r a c t i o n have
of the

relationship between

led to

flow field which

p r i m a r y flow, b l e e d

shock g e o m e t r y and cavity p ressure.

The b l e e d flow itse l f is c o n t a i n e d
layer w h i c h
high

together

e m a nates

from the

front

lip

speed p r i m a r y flow from the n e a r l y

in t he

shear

and separates
stagnant

the

air in the

VO i d .

An e x p e r i m e n t a l e x p l o r a t i o n
also

c a rried

p o r ated
total

out

into the

pr e s s u r e

an a the

shear

shear layer p r o p e r t i e s were

inviscid m o d e l to

i m m e d i a t e l y prior to

into the b l e e d cavity.

of the

This has

on w h i c h to base e s t i mates

give

estimates

layer was
incor

of b l e e d

its e n try and d i f fusion

given a realistic

of b l e e d diffusion

c r i t erion

e f f i ciency.

flow
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1.1

1, INTRODUCTION

-

•

The successful operation of all high speed jet aircraft
is critically dependent upon the performance of the engine air
intake system. The function of the intake or diffuser is to
supply the engine(s) with a uniform stream of air at the highest
possible total pressure and at moderate Mach numbers of the
order M = 0,3 to 0,4,
For aircraft designed for subsonic operation

these

requirements are usually met by a pitot type intake with a
rounded cowl lip and a short diffusion length. The Boeing TOT,
B,A,C, 1-11, VC 10 and many other gas turbine powered aircraft
have intakes of this type and discussion of their performance
can be found in many references, e.g., Kiichemann and Weber (Ref.l).

Aircraft designed to cruise at low supersonic Mach
numbers may also employ pitot type engine air inlets. In this
case, the intake causes a bow shock to be set up so that the
air is subsonic at the entry plane

and the cowl lips can again

rounded. For low free stream Mach numbers this may be
acceptable and a description of the behaviour of these devices
is given by Evvard in reference 2,
As the free stream Mach number is increased the total
pressure loss inflicted on the flow by the normal shock becomes
prohibitive and an intake must be used involving diffusion via a
mixture

of oblique and normal shock waves together with sub

sonic diffusion within the diffuser ducting. The effectiveness
of these diffusers was first demonstrated by Oswatitsch (Ref, 3),
A typical two dimensional single oblique shock diffuser is shown
on Fig, 1 in three operating modes or flow regimes termed Fig,1(a)
subcritical. Fig, 1(b) critical, and Fig, l(c) supercritical flow
regimes.

-

1.2

-

For normal operation the intake operates in the criti
cal mode shown in Fig, l(b). Under these conditions the oblique
shock is focused on the cowl lip and a normal shock spans the
flow at the intake throat. The intake is then passing the
maximum mass flow at the highest possible total pressure for
the given geometry and free stream Mach number. Also, the engine
mass flow is equal to the mass flow passing through the capture
area. If for some reason the engine mass flow changes critical
conditions are destroyed.
If the engine mass flow is reduced subcritical flow
is established as the normal shock moves forward over the com
pression ramp. This has two effects: firstly it allows
spillage of the excess subsonic air behind the normal shock and
secondly, the intersection point of the oblique and normal shock
approaches the ramp surface so that the average total pressure of
the air entering the diffuser is reduced.
The vortex sheet created by

the shock intersection is

shown entering the intake duct. Under certain conditions the
interaction between the diffusing low energy air near the cowl
lip and the high energy air can cause the intake flow to start
pulsing. The resulting unsteadiness in mass flow and pressure
recovery is known as intake buzz.
Another undesirable feature associated with subcritical
operation is the fact that the subsonic spillage around the cowl
lip gives rise to what is termed additive drag: this also is
described by Evvard,
the engine mass flow demand is
increased above the intake critical mass flow, the normal shock
is drawn downstream into regions of higher Mach number so that
the total pressure at the engine face is reduced.
The disadvantages of the external/internal compression
intake of Fig, 1 which have been described so far are really

-

1.3

-

brought about by alterations in the shock geometry away from
the critical regime. However, there are also drawbacks with
this system which arise purely from boundary layer effects.
The boundary layers are shown diagramatically (not to
scale) on Fig, 2, for an intake running critically. For this
intake, the boundary layer, which has grown on the aircraft wing,
is shown being compressed by the oblique shock at the foot

of

the compression ramp. Its thickness increases rapidly over the
surface of the ramp until at the intake throat the terminal
normal shock will almost certainly cause the boundary layer to
separate. The subsonic diffuser causes the boundary layer to
thicken still further and delays its reattachment, Seddon (Ref,
4) discusses the shock wave/boundary layer interactions in intakes
where the compression surface boundary layer is ingested. The
resulting non uniformity of the flow at the engine face is un
desirable not only because the mean total pressure there is
reduced, but also because large variation in total pressure at
the engine face can cause a type of compressor stall known as surge.
A wide bleed slot at the top of the compression ramp
at the intake throat mitigates all the problems and drawbacks of
the so called ideal intake of Figs.1.1 & 1,2, The wide bleed slot
acts (i) as a boundary layer bleed to prevent the compression
surface boundary layer from entering,, and perhaps

separating in

the subsonic diffuser and (ii) as a by-pass system. Air which
has been "captured" by the intake but is not required by the
engine may enter the bleed system via the wide bleed slot and
be ejected later at the rear of the engine nacelle. This means
that, ideally, changes

,in engine mass flow demand need not

produce any change in the shock configuration, so that the
problems associated with such

changes will be avoided.

In practice, the external compression is carried out
through several oblique shocks, the compression wedge angles
being variable. Goldsmith (Ref, 5) outlines some considerations
for optimizing the geometry of such intakes.

-

1.4

-

The Concorde Supersonic Transport is.an example of an
aircraft having external compression'intakes with wide bleed
slots at the intake throats* A

sectional side view is shown

in Fig,L3* The complexity of the intake is due to the fact that
Concorde is intended to be a civil aircraft where!v. .
payload and engine efficiency are prime factors. The sophisticated
intake ensures the best possible engine performance throughout
the range of operation conditions. The history of the development
of this intake is given by Rettie and Lewis (Ref, 6) and the
mode of operation of the various intake systems in response to
the gas turbine requirements are described by Leyman and Morriss
in reference 7*
The present research, whilst being closely allied to
the Concorde project, is intended to form part" of an overall
program of experimental and theoretical work aimed at providing
a fuller picture of the aerodynamic characteristics of the flow
in and above the bleed slot. It is hoped that a better under
standing of the flow mechanism can be provided together with
criteria for assessing the efficiency of the arrangement. This
thesis consists of a critical analysis of an existing body of ex
perimental’ data and an attempt to compute the main features of
the flow taking into account the aspects that have been revealed
in the experimental results.
The design and manufacture of the experimental facility,
together with the collection of the large body of experimental
data, was carried out by P,J, Wingham and

C,S, Jell (Ref, 8)

between lp66 and I969, The objects of their investigation were to
measure ;
(i) the way in which the static pressure in .the cavity .
below the slot (n^J varied with the amount of bleed flow passing
through the slot for various slot geometries. The void static
pressure is of general interest since in the Concorde case, it
is directly related to the bleed flow and is thus used as one
of the input signals for the systems which control the variable
geometry aspects of the intake;

-

1.5

-

(ii) the way in which the bleed flow total pressure recovery
(n„) varied with thebbleed mass flow ratio

and slot geometry.

This was of interest since the bleed flow is used first of all
to cool and ventilate the engine bay and finally is ejected
over the primary nozzle of the gas turbine. Obviously, from a
thrust point of view, the higher the bleed flow total pressure
the better*
(iii) the mean total pressure recovery at the engine face ( )
and its dependence on the bleed flow. This parameter was of
interest as it has already been stated that high total pressure
and flow uniformity at the engine face is the intakes prime
function*
(iv) the static pressure distribution on the side wall,roof,floor
and lips in the working section to reveal further details of
the flow mechanism. The effects of slot geometry were also
examined*
(V ) the effects of variation in the "engine mass flow demand".
This was simulated in the rig by opening and closing a second
throat sonic area

(A*) downstream of the engine face,

A brief description of the facility and test procedure
devised by Jell is contained in section 2 of this report.
The author’s work begins in section 3 with a
detailed analysis of the experimental data gathered by
Wingham and Jell, The results show the shock geometry above the
slot to be highly dependent upon the combination of bleed flow
and "engine" flow. Under certain circumstances, usually involving
low bleed flow, a flow regime consisting of two shocks, one near
the front lip and the other towards the rear lip were observed.
At high bleed flews it was found that the shocks coalesced to
form a single normal shock just in front of the rear lip.
From the results of the pressure measurements in con
junction with the relevant schlieren photographs of the flow

—
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—

given in section 3 a picture is built up of the vide bleed slot
behaviour. This picture together with an appreciation of the
fundamental inviscid nature of the flow above the slot leads to
the formulation of a mathematical model which describes quite
accurately the way in which the shock geometry changes with the
bleed flow and primary flow. The inviscid model is described in
section 4, This model is based on the assumption that the positions
of the shock waves above the bleed slot are decided by the demands
of continuity and that the effects of viscosity and flow curva
ture on the shock geometries are of second order. The results
of this analysis show that there is good agreement between
the calculated shock geometries, void static press-ure "engine"
flow and bleed flows and the experimental values.
With the inviscid model giving good quantitative
results for

and A^, together with the correct shock

geometries, it was decided.that the inviscid model should be
modified since in any practical system the effects of viscosity
on performance are important.
The effects were most apparent in the shear layer
which divided the high speed flow above the slot from the rela
tively slow moving air in the cavity. For a typical wide bleed
slot it was estimated that this shear layer had entrained approxi
mately 10% of the main flow by the time it reached the rear lip.
Since the bleed mass flow ratio

rarely exceeds 10%^ this meant

that the "bleed air" was in fact all shear layer. It was felt
that if the inviscid model was to be modified to take account
of this shear layer and if a good understanding of the actual
bleed process was to be obtained,then an experimental investiga
tion of the shear layer should be carried out. This investigation
is described in section 5* The results of the shear layer inves
tigation enabled the inviscid model to be modified so that sen
sible values of bleed flow total pressure immediately prior to
bleeding could be included in the calculations*
Thus, there emerges a model for the flow, which not
only displays the characteristics of the experimental set up but
also provides
can be based.

a criterion on which bleed flow diffuser efficiency

—

2.1

—

2, THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
This section is intended to familiarise the reader
with the actual layout and components of the experimental
facility, together with its mode of operation. Full details
of the background,design and development of the rig are given
in reference 8, section 2,2 to 4,0 inclusive.
The wind tunnel used in

this investigation is of

the blowdown type giving a nominal Mach number at the entry
to the working section of 1,5%The stagnation pressure is con
trolled to 75 Ibf/in^ whilst the stagnation temperature is
between 280°K and 300 ° K , The Reynolds number is approximately
10^ per foot giving turbulent boundary layers on the working
section walls, A sectional side view of the facility is given
in figure 2,1,
The nozzle boundary layers are removed immediately
before the working section entry plane.
The working section has

an inlet height of 2,8"

and a width of2,0", The working section incorporates

the wide

bleed slot, below which is a cavity or void which in turn leads
to the bleed duct containing a venturi-meter and terminating in
a bleed mass flow rate control plug. The cavity depth and the
slot width are easily varied.
The primary flow leaving the working section enters
the main diffuser which contains tit its downstream end a socalled "engine face". This consists of six radial vanes having
5 pitot tubes each distributed logarithmically in accordance
with the recommendations of Owen and Pankhurst (Ref, 9), The
engine face is followed by

the wind tunnel second throat

which is opened for tunnel starting and then used to position
the terminal shock in the desired position in the working
section.
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Pressures are measured using a Statham Ô-100 Ibf/ m

2

transducer, and since run times are short, (approximately 40
sec,) it is used in conjunction with a 48 port

Scanivalve

pressure switch. Data is stored on paper tape and reduced
by computer.
The total temperature of the flow is continuously
measured in the settling chamber during the run. It was
virtually constant and close to the outdoor ambient temperature.
Standard measurements made during a run w e r e ■
(i) stagnation pressure in the sèttling chamber and static
pressure at the nozzle exit, to establish the working section
inlet Mach number. These measurements, together with the stag
nation temperature, gave the mass flow entering the working
section;
(ii) total and static pressures at the engine face, to give
total pressure recoveries and Mach number distributions;
(iii) static pressures at the bleed duct venturi to provide
the bleed mass flow rate and bleed f!low total pressure;
(iv) the static pressure in the void (measured on the cavity
floor just below the front lip).
On some test runs the pressure on the lips, roof
and cavity floor were examined whilst on others the static
pressure distribution on the side walls was measured. The
various slot geometries are shown in Fig, 2,2 while the loca
tion of the pressure tappings in the working section

is shown

in Fig, 2,3.
2,1 Operating procedure
As mentioned previously, the position of the

normal

shock wave in the working section is a function of both the
second throat area (A*) and the bleed flow control area (A*),
Increasing the size of either moves the shocks downstream.

-
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The first requirement of the test program was there
fore to establish the range of A* (with A* = O) for which the
normal shock was in, or upstream of the working section, and
to determine the value of A^ which would begin to cause tunnel
"unstarting". The range of bleed flow control areas used
throughout the tests was from the closed position up to the
venturi throat area (once the venturi throat had "choked",
further increases in A* could not be felt in the working
section ),
Throughout the report both A^ and A^ are non
dimens ionalised by dividing them by the working section inlet
area A^ (where A^ = 5.6 in^).
For the so-called geometry tests A^/Aj was held
constant at 0,956, This placed the.terminal shock just upstream
of the front lip with the bleed flow plug closed. By opening
the bleed control area to A*/Ai = 0 ,05» the normal shock was
induced downstream to he just cn the front lip of the bleed slot.
As the bleed plug was opened further, the shock moved over
the cavity until finally when A*/Ai = 0,276 (the venturi
throat area ratio) the shock system would move no further.

The sequence of

events for a typical testwould

be:

(1 ) set second throat area adjustment stops,
(2) open second throat,
(3) set bleed flow control area,
(4) start the tunnel,
(5) once the stagnation pressure has reached the nominal value
of 75 Ibf/in^ close the second throat to its preset value,
(6)

start the Scanivalve,

(7)

after the last indexing of the Scanivalve,stop the tunnel.

-3.13. DISCUSSION OF THE INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the aerodynamic properties of the
wide bleed slot will be examined; first of all qualitatively
with a description of the observed phenomena supported by
schlieren photographs, and secondly, quantitatively by compa
rison with some continuity-based simple inviscid theory* This
is followed by a discussion of the test results themselves,
3.1 The flow visualisation results;
a physical picture of the flow field
The flow being studied consists basically of a normal
shock in a stream at M = 1.5 whose behaviour is dictated by
the effects of the two flow control areas A* and A^ which to
gether govern the conditions in the void below the slot and
produce a virtually stable relationship between the shock
geometry and the two flow control areas.
The flow fields and accompanying shock patterns caused
by adjusting the control areas were observed from

micro

second exposure photographs to be of two basic types. The
first was associated with low bleed flow and contained two
main shocks whilst the second, which was associated with high
bleed flow, contained one shock. These two observed flow re
gimes are shown in the shadowgraphs of figures 3.1(a) to (f).
As well as revealing the nature and complexity of
the flow to be studied in this report, these figures also show
the effects of slot/void geometry on the flow field. The slot
%
d
geometry in figure 3.1(a) is for
= 1.0 and
= 1.0, With
Eg = 0,058 the normal shock has been induced downstream and
is about to "step off" the front lip. A small lambda leg
shock formation at the foot of the normal shock is shown as
the boundary layer separates and becomes the upper portion of
a free shear layer above the void. The boundary layer separa
tion from the roof can be seen also with an accompanying lambda
leg.
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With subsonic flow above it, the shear layer can be
seen curving quite gently down into the cavity and diffusing
below the rear lip. Striations above the rear lip indicate
that the flow is being accelerated to transonic speeds by a
combination of the roof separation and the curving shear layer.
The main body of air in the forward part of the void will be
relatively slowly moving; although there must be some circula
tion to provide air entrained by the under surface of the
shear layer.
When the bleed flow ratio is increased to O.O7O, the
main shock has advanced over the void but is isolated from it
by an enlarged lambda leg. The void pressure is evidently
greater than the free stream static pressure for there is still
a compression wave at the front lip. A normal shock has formed
at the rear lip which spans the lower half of the flow.

The flow above the shear layer is now mainly transonic
and the shear layer is consequently much straighter. The bleed
seems to enter the void between the terminal shock and the
rear lip. The bleed jet can be seen diffusing and spreading
at a steep angle as it enters the void. The behaviour of this
jet, particularly its diffusion, is of prime importance to
aircraft designers. In this experiment the bleed jet is al
lowed to mix freely with the "dead air" in the void or cavity
below the slot. This means that the bleed air total pressure
measured in the bleed duct is governed largely by conditions
in the void. Details of this dependence will be discussed in later sections. In any c&se, the problem of diffusing this
bleed jet efficiently over a range of bleed mass flows is a
complex once since not only does the range of mass flow vary
by an order of magnitude (c ^ typically varies between 0,01 and
0 .1 ) but the angle at which it enters the void and its total
pressure profile are both functions of bleed mass flow and
the second throat area A^,
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Finally, as the bleed is increased to 0,093, the
"high bleed flow" regime is shown with an expansion at the
front lip and a single normal shock at the rear lip.
In figure 3,l(b) the slot width ratio has been narrowed
to

- 0 .075, but the void depth is unchanged, this series

being essentially the same as the previous one except that
the shock is induced onto the rear lip at a lower bleed flow.

with

d

Figure 3.1(c) is for the slot width
= 0.75 but now
.
= 0 .5 . Again, the bleed jet can clearly be seen entering

the void at a steep angle but the effect of the alteration in
the void depth is not noticeable.
Figure 3,l(d) is for 7^
hi

= 1.0 and

hi

= 0,25, This is

the shallowest void depth which has been tested, and whilst
the shock configurations above the void seem to be as in the
previous cases, there is evidence that the bleed jet impinges
abruptly on the void floor and seems to fill the flow area
between the undersurface of the rear lip and the void floor,
A consequence of this becomes evident when studying the bleed
air total pressure recoveries.
Shadowgraphs for the case where

I

t—

d
= 1.25 and —— = 1.0

1

1

are shown in Fig, 3.1(e). Apart from the high bleed flows ne
cessary to draw the shocks over the void this figure also
shows that the shear layer is becoming unstable in the streamwise direction. These shadowgraphs enable a broad view of the
mechanism to be obtained, and from them it is observed that
there are two flow regimes. The "low bleed flow regime" with
the void static pressure greater than the free stream static
pressure, and having a compression at the front lip and the
"high bleed flow regime" with an expansion at the front lip
and a normal shock in the region of the rear lip. Further
features of these two regimes are now discussed.
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3.1.1 The low bleed flow regime
As the bleed mass flow increases from zero the normal
shock increases in strength to provide the total head at the
second throat demanded by continuity, in compensation for
the mass flow lost to the bleed duct.
During the initial experiments the shadowgraphs
clearly showed the normal shock attempting to strengthen as
the bleed flow was increased. However, as soon as the shock
moved downstream of the front lip into the higher Mach number
region above the void, the high static pressure generated by
the shock which is pressurizing the void, causes an upward
deflection of the shear layer which emanates from the front
lip. This deflection into the supersonic region of the main
flow causes an oblique shock to form which connects the normal
shock with the front lip.
V
A lambda leg type shock formation is now formed by
a second oblique shock which forms a three-way junction with
the normal shock and the first oblique shock, the shock geo
metry being similar to that described by Seddon in ref.

»

in his discussion of a normal shock induced turbulent boun
dary layer separation.
The flow behind the primary shock system is subjected
to two gasdynamic effects which in combination give an equi
librium flow. Firstly, the lambda leg, involving weak oblique
shocks, has the effect of reducing the total pressure loss
inflicted on the flow by a normal shock which would otherwise
have spanned the flow. This is the opposite effect to that
desired by continuity which requires a strengthening shock
system, assuming that the duct losses are only a function

of

the second throat area.
Secondly, the upward deflection of the flow at the
front lip, together with the normal shock induced separation
from the roof, have the effect of accelerating the flow behind

-
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3.1.2 The high b l e e d

flow regime

As the bleed is increased further, the front lip
compression wave is replaced by a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan
and a single shock occurs at the rear lip as shown by Fig. 3.3.
Under these circumstances, the total pressure loss in the main
flow is due to the strenghtening of this normal shock. This
means that as the expansion angle at the front lip increases
with bleed flow, the normal shock upstream Mach number is
steadily increased. In this regime, the bleed air enters the
void very smoothly so that total pressure losses associated
with its sharp turning (in the low bleed flow regime) are
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reduced, but its shock losses are increased, The exchange
between these two effects is shown in the results,
3,2 Some fundamental considerations
affecting bleed slot performance
Despite the fact that the flow throughout the wind
tunnel is of a three-dimensional nature, the one-dimensional
continuity equation, written in compressible form, gives useful
indications of the way in which the parameters of interest
will behave.
The continuity equation can be written as
w = pAu
and taking account of compressibility :
p
p = —
RT

and

,___
u = M /yRT

The so-called "non-dimensional" mass flow parameter can then
be written as

Po A

‘ / R
2(4-1 )
(1

Th e mas s flow
Th e foil owing
w

the mass

To

the flow total temperature is measured in °K.

P q 'V/ the flow
A 'V the flow
mass flow
Th e :
wh en M = 1.0,

)tal pressure is measured in Ibf/in^

3.7

-

v

-

/T q"

PoA

=0*3966

_

.

(3.2.2)

Relating these expressions to the wind tunnel working section
inlet where M = 1.5, the stagnation pressure is'Poi and the
cross sectional area is A j , T q is the ambient temperature and
virtually constant
■5^1/t 7
Is
r-)
= 0,3372
PoiAi Mi=1.5

(3.2.3)

with wi being the working sectioninlet mass

W 1 = Wp + Wp

and

With the second throat

flow rate. Then

Eg = 7 T

area written asA*and the

total pres

sure there as Pg^, equation 3.2,3 can be divided by equation
3.2.2

to give

POm
^

Al
= 0.8502 -

(l-ap)

(3.2.U)

T
It can be seen from this equation that increasing
A* or c both must have the effect of lowering the total pres1
ij
sure at the second throat. In fact, an equivalence can be found
between

and increases in second throat such that the same

total pressure is produced at the second throat whether the
losses are induced by bleeding or increasing A*.
If the same total pressure is produced by increasing
the second throat area from A*^^^ to
at a fixed
A
0,8502 ----T(ii)
so that

then from equation 3.2,it
A
E0,8502

(l-c^)
T(i)

as by bleeding Cg

“ 3.8^

(3.2.5)
T(ii)

The total pressure ratio between the working section inlet
and the second throat area is written* in terms of its compo
nents, i.e., shock losses and duct losses, such that

p L,

Poi

Pot . Po2,
" (pFI

(3.2.6)

total pressure _
duct total
^
shock total
ratio
pressure ratio
pressure ratio
Equation 3.2,4 can be rewritten as

0^
PÔT
During the investigation, experiments were carried
out to determine the actual diffuser pressure loss by tra
versing the flow at the rear of the test section and inte
grating the resulting total pressure profile to find a mean
value of Pq2» Typical pitot pressure profiles are shown in
Fig. 3.4. The mean total pressure at the second throat was
taken to be the mean .of the engine face pitot pressures. The
diffuser total pressure loss found from these readings is s
shown in Fig, 3.5. These results are for constant

with

variable slot width and show that Po^/P02 varies between 0.95
and 0.98 and is independent of the bleed. It was felt that
since Po^/Po2 vas insensitive to the inlet diffuser total
pressure profile and mass flow, than P0m/P02 would be even
less sensitive to A^ variations.
This result has some important implications when
considering the interaction between the shock geometry, the
void pressure and the bleed jet.
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To begin with, assume that tha variation of void
static pressure with A* for zero bleed is known. When A* is
small and the shock is upstream of the front lip, the void
static pressure will be high, and when A* is very large the
shock will have been induced down over the rear lip so that
the void pressure will be low (say free stream static for
M = 1 ,5 ). If it is now postulated that the bleeding process
is exactly equivalent to increasing A ^ , then obviously the
void characteristic, with bleed, would be identical to the
void pressure characteristic for zero bleed and could not
depart from it.
In practice, this is exactly what it is found pro
viding that the void static pressure is in excess of the free
stream static pressure (i.e., in the low bleed flow or twoshock regimes) and that the slot is wide.
Figure 3.6 shows the measured void static pressure
plotted against the secogd throat area A^. The solid line is
for the zero bleed case. The test points were obtained at fixed
A^ but with increasing bleed flow. They have been plotted by
using equation 3.2,5 to find equivalent values of A* corres
ponding to the increasing values of e^.
This curve has been produced at a fixed slot width
(^^ = 1 ,0 0 ) and fixed void depths (-^ = 0.5). Similar gurves
have been plotted for all slot widths and second throat settings
but with the void depth constant at

- 0.5 (The results for

the smallest second throat area are in doubt since the shock
is upstream of the boundary layer bleed at

= 0).

As will be shown later, for the two narrowest slots
^ = 0.125 and
= 0 ,2 5 , choking in the slot itself for the
hj
h1
lower values of (A*/Ai)^
interest,

made these results of very limited
^
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The conclusions from this part of the investigation
are as follows :
1. for wide bleed slots (0,5 <

< 1,25) there exists

versal void pressure characters itic which is valid for

a uni
each

slot for all void pressures;
2, for void pressures in excess of the free stream static
the shock configuration produced by bleeding is '
•
identical with the shock configuration caused by increasing
A^. The streamwise position of the second normal shock in this
regime may vary but the forward geometry is essentially the
same. For instance, with bleed the second shock of the two
shock regimes is constrained to be just in front of the rear
lip to allow the exit of the bleed from the main flow. With
zero bleed,

however, this terminal shock may move off down

stream over the rear lip.
When there is an expansion at the front lip, the
high bleed flow regime, exists but this time the shock geometry
is only dependent upon the void pressure. Once the void pres
sure is known for a given wide bleed slot and a given second
throat area over the full range of bleed flow, then the shock
geometry and the void pressure are known for any combination
of A* and e^.
It is thus concluded that the aerodynamic behaviour
of wide bleed slots is essentially concerned with an interac
tion only between the shock waves in the main flow and the
shear layer above the void. This interaction is fundamentally
inviscid. The characteristics of the bleed jet are unimportant
to the overall aerodynamics and there does not appear to be
any interaction between the bleed mechanism and the shock
geometry.
Having established this fundamental aspect of wide
bleed slot behaviour, we now can examine their characteristics
in more detail.
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3.3 The pressure measurements
In this section the effects of bleed slot geometry
are studied, initially keeping the second throat area A* con
stant and varying the bleed mass flow ratio

The void static

pressures are examined together with the bleed flow total
pressure. Static pressures on the side walls, roof, floor and
lips are also examined. The conditions at the engine face are
shown and finally the effects of varying the second throat
area are discussed.

3.3,1 2^2

t__ojT 2

^

2

•

o^n^tl^e^vjoid. ^t^t2c_pr_e_ss\ir_e ^n^
^l^e^ 2i£v^t o^t^l__pr^e£^s^r^
Figures 3,Ta,b,c,d show the effect of void depth
while figures 3,8a,b,c,d show the effects of slot width. These
tests were carried out at a constant value of second throat
area ratio of A*/Ai = 0.956. This positioned the normal shock
upstream of the front lip and an e^ of approximately 0,04

was

required to draw the shock above the front lip. The upper and
lower cross hatched boundaries on the figures presented in
this section usually show "shock on front lip" and the "bleed
flow venturi throat choke" lines.
In some cases choking occured in the region of the
slot and this is pointed out in the discussion.
Figure 3,Ta shows the actual test points obtained
giving an idea of the type of test point density and scatter
obtained during the tests. The experimental scatter shown in
this figure is representative of the whole series of tests
and while, in general, the pressure trends and levels are
well defined, the measurements taken at low bleed flow are
open to some doubt, this being primarily a consequence of the
difficulty of measuring low mass flow rates, as described in
Ref, 8. The remainder of the figures shown in this subsection
are in "carpet" form with the test points omitted for clarity.
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The results show that the effect of variation of
void depth on both the void static pressure and bleed flow
total pressure is usually negligible. The very shallow void
= 0,25 is the exception, however, since there is evidence
in all but the widest slot case that choking is taking place
between the void floor and the underside of the rear lip. This
limitation on

becomes more noticeable as the slot gets nar

rower (Fig, 3 ,7b c)until finally in Fig, 3,7d the maximum
bleed mass flow rate is about O.O68, With 3,Ta, which is the
widest slot case, the choking does not occur since the rear
lip is so far back that the throat beneath the lip cannot form.
These results are replotted holding the void depth
constant and varying the slot width. The carpets are shown on
Figs, 3.8a,b,c,d. Figure 3.8d shows the void static pressure
as a function of

and the slot width for a fixed void depth

of -^ = 0.25.
hi
While this shallow void case is difficult to examine,
owing to the choking effects mentioned earlier, the results do
show a pronounced slot width effect. This is also noticeable
in the lower graph which shows the total pressure of the bleed
flow as a function of

and slot width.

Figure 3.8c shows the effects of a very narrow slot,
for void depth

= 0,5,

Since the void pressure is directly related to the
shear layer angle at the front lip, then the slot width effect
can be explained fairly simply.
The carpets of void pressure on Figs, 38a-d show
that for a given front lip flow deflection angle (i,e,, void
static pressure) the bleed flow increases as the slot width
is increased. At high bleed flows, with an expansion wave at
the front lip, for a given front lip deflection angle increasing
the slot width means that more and more flow must be passing
below the rear lip.
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A simple model of the high bleed flow regime is
shown on Fig. 3.9. The variation of

with slot width is

shown for a fixed void static pressure of

= 0,2,

At low bleed flows, this argument no longer applies.
However, since an increase in width means an increase in the
length of the shear layer and hence an increase in the viscous
losses, from the continuity argument put forward in the pre
vious section the shock losses for a given bleed flow must be
reduced. This means that as the slot width is increased, at a
fixed bleed flow, the normal shock moves back upstream towards
the front lip increasing the strength of the compression at
the front lip and thus raising the void pressure.
In the real case a normal shock is positioned just
ahead of the rear lip, and the pressure rise through this
shock tends to turn the flow down into the void.
The choking of the venturi or the bleed slot itself
determines the lower boundary of the carpets of

~

for *

the various slot/void combinations. For narrow slots, the
choking occurs at the slot, or just below the rear lip, where
as, for wider slots the venturi throat becomes choked.
The continuity equation gives an indication of the
system behaviour since if the bleed flow chokes at some po.int,
then

B

max

- (qi

P.
01

A

5£

min
The lines A* = A

. . and A* = A ^ . are drawn in Fig, 3.10
venturi
slot
together with the choke points taken from Figs, 3.8/
As can be seen, most of the test points lie below
the geometric choke lines which is expected, since the sonic
area of the flow will be decided by boundary layer considerations.
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The shallow void results show clearly that a sonic
throat is occurring between the under surface of the rear lip
and the top of the void block*
The reason why the narrow slot results lie above
the geometric choke line must be due to the total pressure
loss which occurs between the slot and the venturi meter.

3.3.2 2^®.

2T_B2e_ed__f2ow 2°2^2

£^rjes^ur^e__w2t_h vo2d__s2&2^2
A second type of presentation is shown in Fig, 3,11
where the bleed flow total pressure recovery is plotted against
the void static pressure ratio for a fixed second throat area.
The bleed flow is increasing from right to left.
This figure shows the way in which at low bleed
flows, with the jet entering the void at a steep angle, the
void static pressure lags slightly behind the bleed flow total
pressure.
With higher bleed flow rates the jet enters the void
at a shallower angle, and the bleed air total pressure is seen
to fall less rapidly than the void static pressure. Also no
ticeable in Figs, 3.11a,b,c,d, is the way in which the total
pressure of the bleed flow is increased as the slot width is
increased.
If the choking case on Fig, 3.11a is considered as
being a special case, then the decrease in

with increase

in Eg as shown on Figs, 3.11a,b,c,d can be explained as follows.
The bleed flow jet has a static pressure equal to void static
pressure which has been shown to decrease with e^. On the other
hand, the dynamic pressure of this jet would tend to increase as the
bleed mass flow increased.
Figure 3.12 shows ( -

n^) plotted against

for

various slot widths and shows clearly the way in which the
bleed flow dynamic pressure is increasing with Bleed flow.
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At low values of bleed flow, the dynamic pressure of the bleed
flow is snail, while the static pressure in the void is falling
rapidly. It is recalled that the void static pressure is only
a function of the flow conditions above the void, which are
determined from continuity considerations at the second throat.
Thus the falling void static pressure coupled with
the low dynamic pressure of the bleed flow lead to the falling
Hg in the low bleed flow cases.
As the bleed flow increases the static pressure
falls less rapidly (see Fig, 3.7). This combines with the fact
that the bleed flow dynamic pressure is increasing with in
creased bleed flow

and leads to the decreasing slope of the

characteristics shown in Fig. 3.11

b,c,d.

,3.3.3 2^2 ^i^ewa21__s^a2ic_ £.1*e^s^ujre___d2s2^2But2ojQS
In this section the sidewall static pressure dis
tributions are examined, as the bleed flow is increased and
the shocks move downstream between the lips. It should be
remembered that some of the pressure tappings are beneath
the side wall boundary layer separation caused by the presence
of the normal shock.
Figures 3.13a,b,c,d show the static pressure dis
tributions for

= 1.00 and

= 0.5 with the second throat

area ratio being fixed at 0 .956,
The results should be examined in conjunction with
the side wall static pressure tapping layout shown in Fig,2.3.
The series of figures 3.13a-d, taken as a whole, show first
of all the falling static pressure in and above the void
cavity as the bleed is increased.
Void static pressures, measured on the void floor
(Fig, 3.l 4 ) may be compared with the wall static pressures
in and above the cavity and as shown in Fig, 3.13 agreement
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is good, i.e., the void static pressure is the pressure of
the primary flow above it. For all other combinations of slot
width and void depth agreement between the measured void
static pressure and the levels of pressure measured on the
side wall in and aoove the cavity, were also in good agreement.
In the low bleed flow cases of Fig, 3.13a,b the
static pressure is seen to rise from the front lip to the
pressure above the void. This is due to the presence of an
oblique shock at the front lip as shown on the shadowgraphs
of Fig. 3.1.
For the high bleed flow cases shown in Figs. 3.13c,d
the absence of any separations in the region of the front lip
due to compressive waves is well illustrated by the static
pressure recovery at station 1 being equal to the free stream
value for M = 1.5. In these high bleed flow cases, as described
in section 3.1.1, expansion of the main flow over the front
lip takes place and this again is clearly illustrated in Figs.
3.13c,d with the pressure falling to the measured void static
pressure at station 2 and station 3. In this flow regime the
shock spanning the flow is normal and is situated just in front
of the rear lip. The complex pressure field generated by the
rear lip and the normal shock is shown in the sudden jump in
pressure at the static tappings at station h above the plane
of the slot. Of special interest and shown in Fig, 3.13c is
the spread of the curves for different horizontal stations
being strongly indicative of a shock dipping into a flow of
varying Mach number, with subsequently different static pres
sure downstream of it. This effects is due, of course, to the
presence of the shear layer emanating from the front lip,
separating the main high speed flow from that in the void.
Below the rear lip the pressure is the uniform pressure of
the void, and since this region of the flow is transonic to
subsonic, the shock has little or no effect on these pressures.
This same phenomenon is illustrated in Fig, 3.13d,
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In all cases, for all geometries, the static pressures
beneath the rear?lip, i.e., in the region where the bleed flow
jet issues into the void, are uniformly that of the void itself,
indicating that no strong transverse static pressure gradients
are associated with the jet during its passage through the
void. It is clear from the measurements at station 4 in Figs,
3,13c,d, however, that high static pressure, gradients may be
involved during the actual turning for the bleed flow from
the main flow into the cavity itself as is to be expected.
This gradient would arise naturally at the foot of the shock
which is dipping into shear layer in the region of the rear lip,
A measure of this transverse gradient would be the
difference between the highest static pressure measured at sta
tion 5 and the lowest pressure measured at this station. This
difference is seen to rise evai3yi as the bleed flow increases.
The static pressure of the main flow

downstream of

the rear lip is seen to recover rapidly to the value expected
at entry to the subsonic diffuser.
The form of static pressure recovery downstream of
the rear lip is similar to that observed in a parallel duct
which follows a subsonic diffuser. Again, note must be taken
of the fact that in the high bleed flow cases of Figs. 3,13c,d
the static tappings at stations 4, 5» and 6 are in regions of
separated flow. Nevertheless, good indications of trends in
stat ic pressure can be obtained,
3.3,4

P r ^ s ^ u j r e _ < i l s 2 r i b u t i o j i gn

th^ roof^ ^looT an^ Uj^s
As mentioned earlier, provision was made during the
design of the working section to enable pressure measurements
to be made on the working section roof and the void floor
both above and below the front and rear lips. The static tap
pings for these were positioned on or near the tunnel centre
line. The location of the tappings is shown in Fig. 2.3a.
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a
The results for the case of slot width r—- = 1.00
d
.
^1
and void depth
= .50 are shown *on Figs. 3.14a to f. In all
cases the second throat area ratio is again 0 .956.
Figure 3*l4a shows the low bleed case with

B = 0.045.
The normal shock
has been drawn downstream into the region of
sho
the front lip.
The static pressure measured oh the roof, plotted
in Fig. 3 $l4a shows the classic static pressure distribution down
stream of a normal shock induced separated boundary layer. In
the case of this experiment, as described earlier the separa
tion is quite large with correspondingly low values of static
pressure recovery. In all cases the roof static pressure is
in a sense isolated from the free stream by the reacceleration
and lambda legs associated with secondary and tertiary normal
shocks spanning the main flow so that the void static pres
sures, while being high, are not at the levels expected behind
a normal shock at a Mach number = 1.5.
Figure 3 .i^a also shows the results obtained from
the lip static tappings. Pressure tapping number 1 on the upper
curve shows the stagnation pressure of the dividing streamline
between the main flow and the bleed flow as the flow stagnates
on the rear lip. Above the rear lip the static pressure measured
is approximately constant and is equal to the subsonic diffuser
inlet pressure discussed with reference to Figs. 3*13

in the

previous chapter.
Below the rear lip, the static pressure is approxi
mately equal to the void static pressure, being slightly lower
than the static pressure below the front lip which is in all
cases equal to the void static pressure as expected. The low
pressure beneath the rear lip is explained by remembering that
the bleed flow will invariably separate at the rear lip, for
ming a separation bubble in the region of tappings T and 8.
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The static pressure along the top of the front lip
shown in Figs, 3 $l4a-f

agrees with the expected value for

M = 1,5. The rising pressure indicated by the pressure at
tapping number 1 in Fig, 3 .l4 a is associated with the boundary
layer separation caused by the normal hhock, which in this
case is situated above the front lip. It is noted that the
main flow, at these low bleed flows, is compressed at the front
lip. The front lip pressures, at tappings 5 and 6, being higher
than those at tappings 2, 3» and 4, confirm this.
As the bleed glow is increased in Fig, 3 J.4 b , the
normal shock is induced downstream away from the front lip.
The roof static pressure plot is "shifted" to the left with
the expected progress of the normal shock. The general level
of void pressure in this figure has fallen in accordance with
the behaviour described earlier.
The pressure measured above the rear lip, is ap
proximately equal to the static pressures measured in the
last few tappings in the roof and has fallen as the bleed has
increased which again is a consequence of continuity.
If the conditions downstream of the shock system
at the subsonic diffuser entry are subscripted 2, then,if the
diffuser entry Mach number M

is approximately constant :

—— = constant
F q2
but
W2 = wi(l-e^)
so that the static pressure at the diffuser entry plane falls »
Static tapping number 1 on the leading edge of the
rear lip registers a higher pressure than in the previous case.
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This is expected since shadowgraphs (Fig, 3,l) and simple cal
culations indicated that a large shear layer is being generated
between the main flow and the still air of the void. In fact,
the calculations show that if the shear layer has a width 2Z^
then at the rear

lip

* 0,10 to 0,15* This shear layer which

comprises air entrained from both the void and the main stream,
can contain up to 10 % of the main flow at the rear lip. Thus
the higher the bleed, the greater the amount of shear layer
sliced off and the higher is the stagnation pressure of the
separation streamline as meets the rear lip at static tapping
number 1, This shear layer will be discussed in much greater
detail later in this report.
Another trend observable in Figs, 3*1^ is the re
duction in the pressure difference above and below the front
lip, indicating the weakening compression at the front lip as
the bleed increases.
The pressure difference between the upper and lower
surfaces of the front lip is

in evidence, although this pres

sure difference decreases until in Fig, 3,l^d there is zero
pressure difference above and below the front lip. Beyond
this point , the main flow is expanded over the front lip with
increased bleed. This is the change over point from the "low
bleed" flow regime to the "high bleed" flow regime.
Throughout this series of figures, the static
pressures in the working section support the description of
the bleed mechanism described earlier.
The levels of pressure on the void floor, beneath
the front lip and beneath the rear lip show the void itself
to be a region of virtually zero pressure gradient • These
levels are seen to fall continuously as the bleed is increased
and as the shock configuration above the slot changes and
moves downstream. At a certain value of bleed the pressure
difference between

the upper and lower front lip changes
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sign from a front lip compression at low bleeds to a front
lip expansion at high bleeds.
The total pressure at tappings number 1 on the rear
lip is seen to rise with increasing bleed denoting the pre
sence of the shear layer.
Finally, the shifting of the roof static pressure
profile downstream and the lowering of the diffuser entry
static pressure marks the downstream movement of the shock
system as the bleed flow is increased.

3.3*5 Conditions at the engine face
The average primary flow pressure recovery was
evaluated using the logarithmically distributed pitot tubes
in the pitot rakes at the engine face.
Recalling equation 3*2,4, the one-dimensional con
tinuity equation,

if the losses between the engine face

and the second throat sonic area are negligible, the average
engine face total pressure recovery can be written as
POe
r\

= —

Poi

POm
= —

Al
= 0,8502 — —

Poi

(1 -E-)

A*

If, however, there are losses between the engine
face and the second throat, then so long as the mass flow
weighted mean engine face Mach number is only a function of
the second throat area,equation 3*2,4 may be simply rewritten
as

hp ~ ■■■■
^

POI

= (bp)
^

(l-Ep)
®
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This relationship is of course completely unaffected
by the way in which the losses between stations 1 and E are
brought about, and therefore, the engine face recoveries
plotted against

for various slot geometries will lie on

the same straight line of slope

' '

Figure 3.15. shows the engine face pressure recove
ries for the "geometry effects" experiment, and because these
tests were done at a fixed value of second throat area all
the test points lie on a straight line as expected within a
scatter band of ^ 1

Two figures are presented, one for a

fixed slot width and one for a fixed void dept%, the figures
are separated to show all the test points clearly.

Since the one-dimensional continuity equation must
hold for every elemental cross sectional area of the flow,
the .. results shown in Fig, 3,15 indicate that the logarithmi
cally distributed pitot tubes in the engine face are providing
an accurate measure of the mass flow weighted mean total pres
sure at the engine face, despite the distorted velocity profile
at that station.
Examples are given in Figs, 3..l6a-e of the types
of total pressure distribution which were obtained from the
engine face pitots. The effects of the roof separation are
discernable even though the very long diffuser has smoothed
out the separated type pitot pressure profile observed at the
rear of the test section. The effect of the separation is to
displace the total pressure peaks towards the lower half of
the engine face.
The profiles shown in the lower half of Figs, 3.16
are still not uniform turbulent flow profiles, so in the
experimental set up,

the bleed slot and the diffuser

combination fail to provide the engine face with acceptable
velocity distributions,

»
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This of course docs not jeopardize the vide bleed
slot research since the prime object of the research is to
get a more fundamental understanding of wide bleed slot
aerodynamics.
3 .3.6

jrajri^t^on 2 .n^s_ec^n^

on__t^e^p^rf^o^manc_^e o^

wi^e^b2e^d__s2ot

Having studied the way in which the slot/void geo
metry affects the performance of the wide bleed slot at a
fixed second throat area, the second phase of the experimental
program was to discover the way in which second throat area
variation affected the parameters discussed so far. These
being the void static pressure, the bleed flow total pressure
and engine face mean pressure recovery. From the results of
the geometry investigation it was decided that the performance
of the wide bleed slot was, to a first order, independent of
the void depth, except with the very shallow void which was
considered to be a special case.
Accordingly, it was decided to execute the variable
second throat experiment using a single fixed void depth of
= 0 ,50, The second throat area ratios for this series of
h1
tests were selected to be

^

= 0.918,

0.956,

0 .9 7 5 , 0 .9 9 3 , 1.012,

1 .0 1 3 .

(All the geometry tests were carried out at the second value
of A*/Ai = 0 .956).
The tests themselves were carried out in similar
fashion to the previous series, e.g., once the tunnel was
started and the second throat had been adjusted, the bleed
plug was opened until the shock was drawn into the working
section. For the larger values of A*/Ai the shock was above
the void, while for the smaller values of A^/Aj, care had
to be taken to avoid "unstarting" the tunnel at low bleed
flows,
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This effect is clearly shown if the values of engine
face pressure recovery for zero bleed are plotted against the
second throat area ratios. These values can be compared with
the one dimensional continuity values by writing
(n„)

= Qi/Q* / A^/Ai

(n„)

and for Mj = 1 , 5

/

Cb -0

=0.8502/

/

a

"/Ai

T

This is plotted on Fig,

3.17 together with the values obtained

from the engine face measurements.

The small amount of scatter about the one dimen
sional continuity line indicates again that the design of
the engine face pitot rakes is satisfactory.
Figure 3*18 shows the engine face pressure recove
ries plotted for all the

second throat settings, showing

the range of bleed mass flow ratios tested in each case. The
actual test points have been omitted for clarity and the
scatter about these lines is of the same order as that shown
in Fig, 3.15,
The results of the variable second throat tests
are presented in the form of carpet graphs. In this gorm of
presentation, the void pressures are plotted against the mass
flow ratio

at different values of second throat area as

shown in Figs, 3» 19

- f.^ The test points have been omitted

for clarity, the scatter being at an acceptable level.
The carpet graph on Fig, 3.i9a shows the void
pressure as a function of the second throat area and the bleed
mass flow ratio for a slot width

= 1 ,2 5 , the widest slot.

This figure shows that at a fixed bleed flow the void pressures
increase as the second throat closes. This trend is repeated
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for all the slot widths as shown in Figs, 3. 19 h - f. The
"behaviour may be accounted for by the discussion of the bleed
mechanism in section 3,2, At low values of A^ and

the

normal shock is upstream of the front lip and the void pressure
is high, being similar to the static pressure behind a normal
shock. All these carpets show that by reducing the back pres
sure either by increasing A* or A*, the shock is drawn back
over the void, which causes the shock to become bifurcated at
its foot which lowers the void pressure as discussed in
section 3.1.1.
These figures also illustrate that if the second
throat area is small then a wide range of bleed flows may be
obtained since it has been shown that a high void static pres
sure implies a high bleed flow total pressure and hence high
Eg for any given A*.
It is interesting to note that as the slot width
is reduced a given amount of bleed produces a larger and
larger change in the void pressure. This may be explained
by remembering that a given amount of bleed, to a first order,
produces a given shock movement and that with narrow slots
the front lip expansion type flow regime will occur earlier
than for wide slots.
It is noticeable that with the narrow slots and
high A* the; shock movement aero
across the slot is accomplished
by a bleed change of under 1 %%
The bottom cross hatched line on the figures is
the venturi choke line. For narrow slots and low bleed with
low void pressure the venturi unchokes and produces the nearly
horizontal line shown in Fig, 3.19 e ,f
slot has choked.

where in fact the
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Similar carpet graphs can be plotted showing the
variation of bleed flow total pres-sure' with s^ and second
throat area. However, since bleed total pressure tends to
remain constant at high bleed this type of presentation tends
to be confusing. Instead,

is shown plotted against Hy for

fixed slot widths and variable second throat area on Figs,
3.20 a - f . The curves of rig versus

show the expected

relationship between them for the wide slots, with the
"dynamic pressure" of the bleed flow, i,e,,

- riy increasing

as the bleed flow is increased, as discussed in section 3,3,2,
This dynamic head is seen to dwindle to almost zero
as the slot width is decreased where very low bleed flows are
accompanied by very low void pressures.
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THE INVISCID MODEL

4,1 Introduction
The theoretical part of this thesis is concerned
with producing a realistic mathematical model of the bleed
slot aerodynamics. The derivation of this model was carried
out in two parts. Initially, a model was constructed by as
suming an inviscid flow. When this was completed and a com
puter program had been written to carry out the calculations,
the effects of viscosity were superimposed upon this inviscid
model such that the final results of the modified mathematical
model possessed the same characteristics as the real case.
Basically, the calculation procedure consisted of
constructing flow fields above the bleed slot. These flow
fields were made up of normal and oblique shock waves, expan.
sion waves and slip planes. Their angles and positions were
calculated using the shock wave equations and the PrandtlMeyer relations (given in Appendix A), A coordinate system
was used during the construction of the shock/shear layer
configurations whose origin was :
X = 0

at the working section inlet plane

y = 0

at the plane of the slot lips.
The description of the method covers the various

shock geometries or flow regimes brought about by different
combinations of second throat area A^ and bleed mass flow
ratio Eg, Each regime is described with the aid of a diagram.
The equation for the average total pressure at the working
section exit plane is given in each case. This is an important
equation as the method involves the construction of many
different flow fields each satisfying the momentum and energy
equations and then deciding which particular flow field satis
fies the continuity equation for the system by giving the
required average total pressure at the working section exit
plane.
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4.2 Description of the theoretical model
4.2.1 The Mach number distribution
in the working section

With the working section floor in place (referred to
as the "no slot case") the flow is complicated by the upward
slope of the roof and the resulting expansion waves as shown
in Fig, 4,1. The expansion wave ei is reflected by the floor
as the expansion wave e£ , so that the flow is accelerated in
the downstream direction via ei, e2 , eg, etc. In the inviscid
model it was found that these expansion waves were extremely
)

difficult to deal with computationally. It was therefore decided
to calculate a flow field in which the Mach number would be
uniform across the section but continuously varying in the
streamwise direction in such a way that

the relationship

between the normal shock position x^^g and the second throat
area A* is the same with the wave flow of Fig. 4.1 and the
proposed one dimensional Mach number distribution. This means
that the shock loss imposed on the flow by a shock spanning
the duct in Fig. 4.1 must be the same as that imposed upon the
flow

by a normal shock at the same position x^g in the

hypothetical one dimensional stream.
There is a unique relationship between the total
pressure ratio across a normal shock and its free stream Mach
number and so by evaluating the mean total pressure ratio
across a shock spanning the duct in Fig, 4,1 at any station
Xjjs an\

equivalent one dimensional Mach number can be found at

any station x^g,
^

. This

calculation is simplified by replacing the

expansion waves e %, e2 , e3 , etc, of Fig, 4,1 by mean expansion
lines where the turning is now assumed to take place instanta
neously. By doing this the shock loss inflicted on the wave type
floy by a normal shock spanning the duct can be easily calcu lated. A diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 4,2,
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From this figure the height of the intersection
point

is of course

y^ = h

- X tan

(4,2.1)

The mean pressure ratio across the composite shock is there
fore

The uniform Mach number at station x which would impose the
same shock loss on the flow as the simplified flow field of
Fig, 4,2 is therefore theiterative solution for M^ of equa
tion A,1,10 written for y = 1,4 as

(f

«x)'"'

"

5+M2

3 .5

( ^ )

TW2_1 2 . 5

( ‘• . 2 . 3 )

(-#-)

A similar equation can be written when the shock wave is
intersected by e£ , so that the equivalent one-dimensional
Mach number variation can be obtained for the length of the
working section.
This one-dimensional Mach number distribution is
used throughout the calculation of the various flow regimes.
Before discussing the various flow regimes in detail, the in
viscid flow in the region of the front lip must be mentioned.
The front lip is a sharp rearward facing wedge.
Sincq the theory is initially concerned with inviscid flow,
no flow separations are possible. However, as well as dealing
with an inviscid flow, the theory must also give reasonable
predictions of shock configuration and void static pressure
for various combinations of second throat area and bleed mass
flow. Consequently, an "inviscid separation" in line with a
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IZutta-Joukowsky type condition, must be prescribed at the front
lip. The object of the theory is t'o produce eventually a vis
cous model by modifying the inviscid model. Therefore the
justification for the "inviscid separation" can only be shown
by the end resultsi
In the first part of the theory, the flow above the
slot will be examined under zero bleed flow conditions. Three
regimes are succesively established under three conditions as
the second throat area is increased so that the shock is drawn
first of.all downstream to the front lip, then over the void
and finally downstream of the rear lip.
U . 2 . 2 ^e_gime__l__:__tlie__no_rma3^ ^^hjocJt

^f^t^e___f r^o^t_li^p__fo^r__z^r^ ^l^e^

With the normal shock upstream of the front lip, the
flow over the void is subsonic. The first requirement is to fix
the normal shock x position, and then using the Mach number
distribution established earlier, the normal shock loss can be
calculated. Once the total pressure behind the normal shock
has been found, then the -area of the second throat, which is
sonic, is given by the continuity equation
A2
At = --------------(For Ml = 1 .5 )

{h,2,k)

0.8502 ^

where

A} = working section inlet area (5.6 in^)
——

= shock total pressure ratio

F 01

The total pressure at the second throat is equal to the total
pressure behind the normal shock for inviscid, flow.
The cavity pressure is assumed to be equal to the
static pressure of the flow at the front lip since the stationary
fluid in the cavity is unable to support any pressure gradient.
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At the front lip the slip plane is tangential to the
flow and curves until it is parallel with the test section
roof, thus maintaining a constant flow across sectional area.
This is the physical model. The actual calculation procedure
for the cavity pressure is straightforward.
The second throat area A^ is known and the duct area
at the front lip location is A^^^, then the Mach number at the
front lip is the subsonic iterative solution of
1 + 0.2

'FL

(U.2.5)

M FL

1.2

The first trial solution for Mach number behind the normal
shock M„ t- is
FLi

M

(4.2.6)

FL

and the solution will be

“ f l ' “ fli

Once M^^ has been found to the required accuracy, the front
lip static pressure and hence the cavity pressure is known.
The flow field for this regime is shown in Fig. 4.3.
A slight difficulty is encountered when trying to
determine the reattachment point of the slip plane. For the
purposes of this simple model it is sufficient to assume that
it reattaches at some point where the necessary radius of cur
vature at reattachment is balanced by the difference between
the local duct pressure and the cavity pressure.
As the second throat area A^ is increased, the nor
mal shock is drawn downstream. This is accompanied by a steadily
falling cavity pressure due to the increasing loss in total
pressure across the normal shock.

-
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Regime 1 exists until the normal shock is drawn off
the front lip. The simple calculation procedure is shown in
Fig. 4.4.
4.2.3 JRe^ime__2__ :__s2ioc_k__induc_ed__ove_r
the void for zero bleed
With zero bleed flow the effect of the shock moving
across the slot can be considered analogous to the shock in
duced boundary layer separation. In the inviscid model being
discussed here the void cavity represents the separation bubble
of the viscous flow. In the separated turbulent boundary layer
case there is little or no streamwise pressure gradient over
the length of the separation bubble and measurements described
in section 3 showed

the pressure on the void floor to be

uniform.
This means that, as with the case of the shock up
stream of the front lip, the pressure at all points on the slip
plane above the void is the same. This condition will have
fundamental effects on the way in which the inviscid flow
field above the void is constructed.
A flow field is now developed with t'he following
conditions applied to it:
(a) the static pressure along any slip plane SPl is constant,
(b) all shock/expansion wave configurations might reasonably
be expected to exit in nature,
(c) a systematic trial and error process is evolved such that
the resulting shock configuration produces a mass flow
weighted mean total pressure downstream of the rear lip
which is compatible with the second throat area and the
normal shock position.
Once the normal shock has been induced off the front lip to a
position it would occupy in the absence of the cavity, then
the high static pressure behind the normal shock is able to
pressurize the void and feed forward beneath the foot of the
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shock. This high pressure causes the slip plane ahead of the
shock to deflect upwards into the supersonic flow. This in
turn will generate an oblique shock emanating from the front
lip which will intersect the normal shock at some position y*.
(see Fig.4,5).
The flow behind the oblique shock OSl is supersonic,
and is turned and compressed through the shock 0S2 so that
the flow direction and static pressure either side of the
slip plane SP2 are identical.
This flow is then expanded at the intersection point
of the slip plane SPl and the oblique shock 0S2 through the
expansion wave e% to preserve a constant static pressure
along SPl.
It is now assumed that the intersection
e^ and the slip plane

of the wave

SP2 can be neglected.

The final feature of the flow field is the secondary
normal shock NS2 which reduces any flow which is supersonic
to subsonic flow, near the rear lip. The problem of deciding
its streamwise position is difficult since the flow above SPl
at the rear lip is at a constant streamwise Mach number in
which the normal shock would be unstable. Its position is
imposed as being downstream of the rear lip (in the bleed
case its position is fixed as being just in front of the rear
lip).
The way in which this flow field is constructed and
calculated is now described, together with details of the man
ner in which the flow field geometry is cycleduntil
found which satisfies

one is

the boundary conditions.

The first step in the calculation is to find the
maximum deflection of the vortex sheet or slip plane SPl at
the front lip. Ignoring the expansion wave from the working
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section roof, and using the effective Mach number distribution
described earlier, it becomes necessary to use mean Mach numbers
when dealing with any waves inclined to the flow direction.

For
Mach

M

number

=

where

the

oblique

is m e r e l y

shock wave

taken

as

OSl

in Fig.

X

the m e a n

:

" "FL

M

4.5,

(U.2.7)

is the effective Mach number evaluated at x and

M„
t is the effective Mach number evaluated at x^^•
rJ
j
I*Jj
From the schlieren photographs it was evident that as soon as
the normal shock was induced over the void, an attached oblique
shock was centered on the front lip and intersected the normal
shock at a height y ^ as shown in Fig. 4.5, Therefore calcula
tion of the various shock geometries for the different flow,
regimes are only concerned with attached shocks at the front
lip. This means that the initial upward deflection of the slip
plane SPl at the front lip must be equal to or less than the
maximum possible flow deflection, which is a function only, of
M as defined by equation 4.2,Y#
This maximum flow deflection at the front lip is a
starting value for the cycling calculation* It is found by
first computing the maximum deflection shock wave angle, which
is given in the Appendix A as equation A.1.17, written with
Y = 1.4 as
sin2^
= T ^2 [*1 (M^-l) + \/i 5+ 3m 2 +
-max
7
10

'

(4,2.8)

I
Once this shock wave angle is known, the maximum slip plane
deflection is found from
M^sin^B
tan 6

=

-1
— )

cot3
5

max

(4.2.11')
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We now proceed to systematically vary the flow deflection at
the front lip, and to study the way in which this affects the
overall shock geometry and the total pressure losses suffered
by the whole flow as a result, the object being to establish
by a systematic trial and error process, a unique shock geo
metry which will satisfy both the demands of continuity at
the Second throat and the criteria mentioned earlier.
The shock system at the foot of the normal shock ÏÏS1
involves a weak oblique shock at OSl followed by an oblique
shock 082 as shown in Fig, 4*5* The strength of the shock 082
will of course depend upon conditions at the shock intersec
tion point.
Figure 4.6 shows an enlarged view of the shock
intersection. At the junction, the shocks must be curved, as
shown, to give the same static pressure each side of the slip
plane 8P2. The angle of the slip plane is such that it always
presents a compressive turn to the flow in region 3 of angle
Ô2 , The main flow encounters the compressive turn of angle
61. The angles are related by
6^^ = 0 1 + 0 2

(4.2.10)

The oblique shock 082 is curved at the junction so that it
becomes normal to the flow in region 3* The main flow deflection
angle is then adjusted within the confines of equation 4,2,10
until the static pressure either side of 8P2 is the same.
Strong oblique shock solutions are tried to start with, for
the main flow, then if the dtatic pressure is still too great,
the weak solutions are used. Once the pressure balance across
8P2 has’ been achieved, the value of 6% can be used to find the
final wave angle of 082, These curved shocks mean that there
are static and total pressure gradients near the intersection
point,
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The total pressures in region 4 can.now be evaluated,
(The shock loss across NSl is assumed to be uniform down to
the intersection point, being equal to the normal shock loss,)
The total pressure of the air in region 4 is calculated byassuming that the air has undergone two weak compression waves
OSl arid 0S2, This assumption will overestimate the total pres
sure in region 4, However, the assumption that NSl is normal
throughout its length will tend to underestimate the total
pressure in region 2, It is this hoped that the final resulting
shock losses will be unaffected by these approximations.
The calculation of the flow field now continues.
The flow downstream of the oblique shock 0S2 is supersonic,
so that the shock is reflected from the slip plane SPl as the
expansion wave e ^, This reflection maintains the slip plane
SPl at constant static pressure.
The Mach number downstream of the expansion wave
e 1 is thus given by
1

P

3.5

^5 “ ^

- i)

(4.2,ii)

V

To find the angle of the slip plane SPl downstream of the
intersection point, the Prandtl-Meyer function either side
of e 2 can be found, i,e,,
Vi4

= 2 , 4 4 9 arc c o s

6

(— - — )
5+M^

- arc

tan

2

(M - 1

)

(4,2.12)

"

where M^ is the Mach number downstream of the weak portion
of the oblique shock 0S2,
•

V5 = 2,449 arc cos (■■ ^■-■■)

1/2

/

- arc tan

(M^-l)

(4.2.13)
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The final slope of the slip plane SPl is then

52 ” ^FL " ^1 "

(4,2. i 4)

Having calculated the flow Mach number in region 5,
we now require to investigate the flow between the slip plane
SP2 and the working section roof. The flow immediately behind
NSl will be subsonic and at a high static pressure. The con
dition is now applied that there must be no transverse pres
sure gradients between the void and the working section roof.
This would mean that the flow in region 2 must be accelerated
until its Mach number becomes :
1

p

3.5

^2 ~ 5(C^^)

- l)

(4 ,2 . 15)

This acceleration can easily be envisaged by
examining the behaviour of the vortex sheet SP2, Downstream
of the intersection point the vortex sheet will always be
inclined at some angle towards the working section roof. This
will then present a

convergent channel to the subsonic flow'

behind NSl,
This subsonic flow could easily be accelerated to
sonic speeds by a very small change in its effective flow area.
For example, if the Mach number in front of the waVe NSl was
M^ = 1,55 then a reduction in effective flow area of only 10%
would be sufficient to accelerate the flow downstream of the
shock wave up to sonic speed. This type of phenomena is well
documented by Shapiro (R6f, 13) and others in the case of a
shock induced boundary layer separation in parallel ducts. In
this case the increase in boundary layer displacement thickness
downstream of the separation causes

the main body of flow to

accelerate so that successive shocks are observed downstream
of the initial normal shock, A flow field of this type which
is acceptable on aerodynamic grounds(even though the actual
path of SP2 may be difficult to determine) is shown in Fig, 4,5*
Also shown in this diagram is a terminal shock NS2 which spans
the flow in the region of therear lip, its exact position

M ,

- It.12 being undetermined.

, From the modelling point of view,

however, the slip plane SPl can now be permitted to curve
downwards and reattach on or above the rear lip, at such a
point that the radius of curvature of the streamlines near
reattachment are balanced by the pressure difference between
the void and the local duct static pressure. The diagram on
Fig, 4, 5 is for the case in which the void static pressure is
at a sufficiently low value

that the zero transverse static

pressure gradient condition produces supersonic flow in the
regions bounded by the vortex sheets SPl and SP2, but subsonic
flow between SP2 and the working section roof.
The final step in the calculation is to find the
total pressure on a mass flow weighted basis. For inviscid flow
this total pressure will be the pressure at the second throat
so that referring to Fig, 4,5 :
«

^04 ^07

Y;

Po2

^j-y.

where y^ is the height of the intersection of OSl and NSl,
hj is the working section inlet height.
The calculation loop is completed by comparing this
value of total pressure with the value found for the normal
shock spanning the duct with no slot. The inclination 6
of
r Jj
the slip plane SPl at the front lip is adjusted until the
total pressures are equal.
In studying the typical flow field shown on Fig,
4,5, it is obvious that several aerodynamic phenomena have
been assumed rather than calculated. The most obvious of
these is the streamwise position of the second normal shock
NS2,
So far as the calculation cycle is concerned, the
only parameter associated with it is total pressure ratio.
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Provided the shock is in the uniform portion of region 5 at
the Mach number M

found by equation 4,2,11, then itd precise

streamwise position is unimportant.
The intersection of the expansion wave ej and ,the slip
plane

SP2 has also been ignored. This is because the precise

flow field in region 6 and the path of SP2 are not calculated
and also since the static pressure in region 6 is supposed to
be equal to the pressure in region 5 »

- the wave would have

no reflections.
Details of the flow at the shock intersection are
not examined, the sole purpose of the intersection calculation
being to find the wave angle 0S2 and hence the position of e ^,
The shock geometry shown in Fig, 4,5 persists while
the normal shock is being induced downstream over the void.
The calculation procedure is summarized in Fig, 4,7,
This

computed

calculation

procedure '

produces trends in shock geometry and void pressure which are
observed in practice. That is to say, as the normal shock is
induced over the void, as A* increases, the flow deflection
angle at the front

lip 6^^ is steadily reduced, while the

secondary normal shock NS2 gradually increases in intensity.
The results of the computation are discussed in more detail
in section 4,4
Once the shock moves downstream of the rear lip
the present type of :Çlow regime becomes unrecognizable and
flow regime 3 is introduced.
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4.2.4 ^e^ime^3^:^s2ioc_k^i^djice^d_^djo^w^s^r^am c^f
the rear lip for zero bleed
When A* has reached such a high value that the
normal shock has been drawn downstream of the rear lip, then
interest in the resulting shock geometry is reduced. This
flow regime corresponds to "shock swallowing" in the real
situation and would thus not normally be part of the intake
o perat ion,
So far as the Aodel is concerned, this final regime
occurs as soon as the oblique shock OSl impinges on the roof.
If the flow deflection at the front lip

is equal to the

slope of the roof then the flow regime will be as shown in
Fig, 4,8 and the calculation procedure as given in Fig, 4,9.
4,3 Modifications to the method to include
the effects of bleed'
Having examined in some detail, in the previous
section, how the normal shock behaves

when it is drawn down

stream over the void cavity under zero bleed conditions, it
is now possible to extend this description to include the ef
fects of bleeding air from the main flow into the void cavity
by opening a bleed flow control valve, A^.

In the discussion in section 3*2, it was shown how,
by opening the second throat and reducing the back pressure
behind the shock, the latter would move downstream and stabi
lise automatically at such a position that the total pressure
losses across it

fulfilled the demand made by continuity at

the second throat sonic area. In the case of bleed, the demands
of continuity at the second throat are the same even
though the shock movement is brought about by a reduction in
back pressure caused by the opening of a bleed flow control
valve,
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So far as continuity is concerned, equation 3.2.5
expressed the equivalence of increases in second throat area
and bleed flow.
When constructing and calculating the flow regimes
associated with various bleed flows and second throat area
combinations, the criteria for acceptability of the resulting
flow field are identical to those for zero bleed, but include
the proviso that even if the precise mechanism of the bleed
flow jet is not calculated, there must be provision in the
resulting model to allow for bleed air extraction. The effect
of this broadly is to permit expanding flow off the front lip
and to limit the position of the normal shock NS2 to the
region of the slot.
4.3.1 Me^ho^d__oJ^ _ca3^cul^t^n^
This method, of course, involves the use of the equi
valence between bleed flow and second throat area increase
established in section 3 .2 .
In practice, the program deals with this by setting
the normal shock at some station Xg^ and assuming no bleed,
uses the Mach number distribution established in section 4.2
to find

.
The shock is then positioned at Xg^ sind A^^is, calcu

lated and hence e^. The floor is then "removed" with the normal
shock still at Xg^ and the trial and eror process of flow field
construction is again carried out until the calculated second
throat area (or total pressure) matched with A^^ conditions.
4*3.2 ^e^Î£^e__4^;^shoc_k__up^s^r_eam o_f
the front lip with bleed
With the shock upstream of the front lip, the calcu
lation of the void static pressure when there is a certain
amount of bleed flow taking place is not as straightforward

- 4. l6 as in the zero bleed case.
Discussion of the flow field is more difficult since
any slip plane curvature must be accompanied by streamwise

and

transverse static pressure gradients. It is therefore proposed that since
this flow regime is relatively unimportant during the operation
of the wide bleed slot, the simplest of flow models will be
used. Such a model is shown on Fig. 4.10 and shows the basic
parameters involved. The calculation itself is concerned with
finding

the radius of curvature Rj and R2 of the streamlines

DSl and SPl, and once an average static pressure above the
void has been found, a radial equilibrium argument can be used
to calculate the void pressure.
The radius of curvature of SPl is found by calcula
ting the intersection point of a perpendicular line through
the front lip and a perpendicular bisection of the chord line
shown on Fig. 4.10.
Since the bleed mass flow is known, the distance
between the slip plane and the rear lip is given by the approx
imation
D

±ip

=

%

± —Eg

(quantities defined on Fig. 4,10)

(4.3.1)

The downward slope of the chord line is
—D .

s

----

A perpendicular bisector of this chord will have as its slope
_ ^RL~^FL

"

“lip

- U.1,7 -

The equation of this radial line is then

y

=

(

)X

^lip
t

-

—

»lip

+

/ r l “^FL w^RL'^^FLv

(---------- )(-----------}

2

2

If SPl is tangential to the front lip,
radius of curvature R

R

=

X

x .=

then the

is given by

-

(4.3.2)

“lip

2

“lip

:

and R2 = Ri +

Having calculated the flow geometry in a fairly
crude manner, the static pressures associated with such a
flow can be found.
The radial equilibrium equation, assuming a free
vortex type velocity distribution can be integrated to give
R2
?2

- Pi

= -^4“ ^

(—

,2

)

( 4 .3 . 3)

If p and k are evaluated above the front lip and by writing

Pi = Py
“2 = PpL
then
P
• ^ = 1 ---- —
FL
2

(1 - -j)
R^

(4.3.4)

2

by assuming a forced vortex type velocity distribution, the
void pressure is given by
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.2
= 1 _

“f l

2

2
( 4 - _ 1)
'j,2

It can be seen that provided D., . << Ri
lip
^
diverge appreciably. For zero bleed

(4.3.5)

the solutions do not
= 0 and R % = R2 so

that

^v “ ^FL
The calculation procedure for this regime is given in Fig, 4,11.
Several approximations have been included in this simple
analysis,(e.g. equation 4,3.1)
and the assumption that DSl
and SPl are arcs of circles^ It will be shown in later sections
that the behaviour of the void pressure in this regime is
really dependent on viscoua effects such as the boundary layer
separation off the roof. Calculation of this regime is in
cluded for completeness.
Since in this model the bleed flow is subsonic and inviscid the'
.diffusion of the bleed below the rear lip is accomplished
isentropically,the resulting static pressure difference between
the bleed flow and the stagnant fluid of the void being
balanced by the decreasing radius of curvature of DSl as it
dips down to stagnate on the floor of the void. The bleed flow
total pressure is then equal to the free stream total pressure
behind the normal shock, anc3 therefore the bleed flow control
area is given by

«
—

^6'
irrrrr

(>*.3 .6 )

When bleed flow total pressure losses are being
considered in the next section, it will be this relationship
which will be modified. Clearly, in viscous flows the total
pressure of the bleed flow will lie between between the value
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iven by the above expression and the void static pressure, so
that
hat Ag is modified by the total pressure ratios at both flow
control areas, i.e..

In the actual flow case, of course, the bleed flow in the void
will have some kinetic energy so that the bleed flow control
area will lie between these two- limits.

4.3,3 ^e_^ime_5__:__sho_ck__i^dj^cjed^ojre^
the void with bleed
The bleed process so far has been analysed by modi
fying a zero bleed configuration to allow the bleed flow to
enter the slot, the bleed flow quantity itself having been
calculated on the basis of an equivalent second throat area
change which would have induced the given shock movement.
When the shock has been induced to move downstream over the
void

. with bleed taking place,

the following modifica

tions to the zero bleed inviscid model are required.
The vortex sheet SPl is again at constant static
pressure and with the primary normal shock just downstream of
the front lip a configuration similar to that shown in Fig,
4,12 satisfies the chosen criteria.
The shock geometry is identical to the zero bleed
case for a given primary shock position just downstream of
the front lip position. The flow field is calculated using
the iterative methods described earlier for the zero bleed
case as far back as the secondary normal shock NS2, With bleed
flow, the position of IJS2 must be controlled so that it is
always in front of the rear lip thus allowing

the bleed jet
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to curve down into the void. The static pressure behind the
secondary shock NS2 will be above the void pressure, and this
pressure difference will support the streamline curvature ne
cessary for the bleed flow to make its exit.
The behaviour of the bleed flow jet after it has
entered the void depends upon several factors. As mentioned
earlier the differences between the static pressure of the
flow behind NS2 and the void slot pressure will affect the
flow curvature and hence the amount of bleed flow, or ,for a
given bleed flow,this static pressure difference will affect
the stand-off distance of the normal shock NS2,

Secondly, the ratio of total pressure behind N 82
and the void static pressure will decide the bleed jet Mach
number. The bleed jet diffusion is of course isentropic in
the inviscid model if the bleed jet Mach number is subsonic.
The mas s
main
by

flow

flow weighted mean

is m o d i f i e d

equation

4,2,l6)to

slightly
account

total

from the
for the

pressure

zero bleed

bleed

of t h e

case(given

removal,

so t h a t

If the bleed flow is high and the primary shock
displacement downstream from the front lip is low, then it is
possible that h^ will be greater than y^. In this case, the
main flow total pressure is simply

P*

= Foi
ip

(4.3.93.
. 01

Again the calculation cycle is closed by comparing this value
of total pressure with the value calculated on the basis that
the primary shock spans the duct in the absence of the slot.
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As in the zero bleed case, the deflection angle of
the vortex sheet SPl at the front lip is adjusted until a
balance is found.
As NSl moves downstream, the height of the inter
section between NSl and OSl increases as does the Mach number
behind 082, This in turn leads to an increase in

the x

value of the intersection point of the wave 082 and the vortex
sheet SPl, In the zero bleed case this intersection point is
allowed to move back over the rear lip with the secondary nor
mal shock N 82 following further downstream. For the bleed case,
however, the normal shock N82 must always be upstream of the
rear lip to allow the bleed air to escape. The limit on the
movement of N 82 gives rise to the shock configuration shown in
Fig, 4,13,

With

this configuration the front lip deflection

angle of SPl is

again varied until

thetotalpressure balance

is found. The intersection of NSl, 081 and 082 is again solved
iteratively as in the zero bleed case.
Figure 4,13 shows the wave 082 intersecting the
secondary normal shock N 82 above the bleed flow dividing
streamline

DSl,The mean total pressure for the main flow is

again mass

flow weighted and given

«

_

F o6

hi-y^

by

P q 3 Po4 Foe

^

+

If the dividing streamline DSl passes above the
intersection point of 082 and N82, then the average total pressure in the main flow downstream of the shocks will be
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while the mean total pressure of the bleed flow will be

P

This shock geometry persists as NSl approaches N32. At some
point the required losses can only be achieved by the adoption
of the high bleed flow configuration shown in Fig, 4,l4, This
shock geometry must occur for any equivalent second throat area,
which in the absence of the slot would draw the normal shock
downstream of the rear lip station.
This is the final stage in the bleed process and
utilises a shock configuration not met in the zero bleed case.
It is the most straightforward of the flow regimes because
there is only one shock and hence the number of iterations
are reduced. Further increases in bleed flow, that is,increases
in the size of the effective second throat area, do not alter
this flow regime. The shock remains just in front of the rear
lip and the deflection of the vortex sheet SPl off the front
lip is steadily increased so that the shock NSl is effectively
strengthening. The bleed flow jet is able to enter the void
directly with very little turning.
The Mach number in region 3 is found from the
Prandt1-Meyer expansion

equations given earlier so that the

total pressure of the main flow is given by
FQ6

«

°

Fq7
\
^ —
'hiziç))

(u.3.13)

This is again compared with the value calculated for the equi
valent second throat area, and the front lip deflection angle
is adjusted until a balance is obtained. The calculation pro
cedure for regime 5 is given in Fig, 4,15,
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4,4 Discussion of the results
of the inviscid model
The computer program of the inviscid mathematical
model was a pilot program for the later viscous model and was
mainly written to test the technique and to ensure that the
model behaved in a similar qualitative manner to the experi
mental wide bleed slot.
The behaviour of the model is examined firstly by
comparing with the test results, the relationship between the
shock geometry (evinced by the void static pressure) and the
second throat area, for zero bleed, and secondly, by comparing
the relationship between the void pressure and the bleed mass
flow rate.

The first comparison is shown on Fig, 4,l6, The
experimental result was obtained using an X-Y plotter. The
circled test points show the second throat area ratios used
in the variable second throat investigation described in
section 3*

The agreement between the theoretical and the

experimental results is shown to be qualitatively good. The
discrepancies between the theory and the experiments are due
to boundary layer effects, while the dependence of shock
geometry on the second throat area is seen to be of the cor
rect order.
In regime 1 of the inviscid model the normal shock
is induced downstream from the working section inlet to the
front lip. The normal shock is actually drawn onto the front
lip at a second throat area ratio of 1,006, In practice, how
ever, the normal shock is induced downstream to the front lip
for a second throat area ratio of about 0 ,9 5 5 , This difference
is due to the fact that from the working section inlet up to
the front lip,in the inviscid model, the Mach number is in
creasing steadily due to the upward slope of the working
section roof (see section 4,2), In the real viscous situation
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boundary layers develop on the four walls of the working
section upstream of the front lip, reducing the flow area
slightly and tending to produce a constant area duct such
that email changes in second throat area cause large normal
shock movements.
Once the shock is over the void

the effect of

viscosity on the shock wave/ second throat area relation
ship is reversed. That is to say, the shock geometry becomes
less sensitive to second throat area variation than it is in the
inviscid case. This is due to the fact that a total pressure
loss in the diffuser downstream of the working section effect
ively reduces the shock loss demande^ by continuity considera
tions at the second throat. The continuity equation expressing
this is ;
Pq2
(p— )

W/ t 7
2
---------------- —
O.3966P01 ^ POm

(4,4,1)

Fq2
where («y ) is the total pressure ratio across the shock system
-^0 1
and (Po^p/Poz) is the ratio of the total pressure at the second
throat to the total pressure at the diffuser entry (or working .
section exit),

Equation
increasing

the

in t u r n m e a n s
the

viscous

4,4,1

diffuser
the

void

situation

shows

l os s

implies

pressure
as

clearly that,for

in t h e

will

a lower
no t

fall

inviscid

one,

a fixed

shock
as

A*,

loss w h i c h

quickly

in

■ As a consequence of this the inviscid regime 2
persists between A ^ / A j = 1 ,006 to 1 ,095, i,e,, a change in
A*/Ai cf 0 ,089,while on the rig the regime 2 type of shock
geometry is observed via the schlieren system to persist
between A ^ / A j = 0,950 and A ^ / A j = 1 ,065, i,e ,, a change in
A*/Ai

of 0 ,115,

-
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The final level of pressure for regime 3 in the invis
cid case is 20% below the experimental final value. This again
is due to the combinat ion

o f wall boundary

layers and upward

slope of the roof which produce a Mach number at the front lip
of between 1,50 and 1,55 with the void pressure being equal
to the static pressure of such a flow. In the inviscid model
the Mach number at the front lip is given by the shock loss
equivalent Mach number distribution as approximately 1,72,
Regime 3 involves a 3° compression of this flow at the front
lip to give the low void pressure shown in Fig, 4,l6,
Figure 4,17 shows the void characteristics obtained
from

both the inviscid model andffrbm observations.(The'calculation

procedure of the inviscid model is based on a step by step
movement of the normal shock so that the second throat area
ratios for each pair of characteristics are not exactly the
the same. There are some obvious differences between the model
and experimental results. At low bleed flow the discrepancy has
a similar source and magnitude to the low A^/A^ differences in
the zero bleed case. That is, in the real case a smaller amount
of bleed is able to induce the shock onto the front lip due to
a more or less constant Mach number region being set up between
the working section inlet and the front lip by the boundary
layers there.
As soon as the normal shock leaves the front lip in
the real case, the pressure falls less rapidly than in the in
viscid case due to the diffuser loss effect discussed earlier.
For all cases of A^/A^, apart frpm the first case, then for
regime 5 (low bleed), the agreement between the theory and the
experiment is quite good. This good agreement is probably due
to the fact that the diffuser loss is only a function of A*
and for a fixed A^ the shock geometry will be related directly
via the law of continuity to the bleed mass flow.
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In the inviscid model the shock configurations are
tied directly to the bleed mass flow. After regime 5 (low
bleed) for the three highest values of A*, the inviscid model
void characteristics take a very sudden plunge as the regime
5 (intermediate bleed) and then regime 5 (high bleed) are
quickly established. This sudden change from regime 5 (low
bleed) to regime 5 (high bleed) has been observed in a schlieren
cine-film of the bleed process, although in the real case it
is not accompanied by a sudden fall in void pressure. The
actual trends of pressure 'V/ bleed flow for regime 5 (high
bleed) are the same in both real and inviscid cases. The very
low void pressure associated with the inviscid regime 5 (high
bleed) is associated with the very high Mach number at the .
front lip (based on the shock losseequivalent Mach number
distribut ion),
Summarizing the results of the inviscid models it
can be said that broadly the void pressure falls in a realistic
manner both as a function of A^ and hence e^.
Differences between theoretical and measured void
pressures at low bleed flow and low A^ (where the shock is
upstream of the front lip) seem to be due to large differences
in streamwise Mach number distribution resulting from the wall
boundary layers present in the real situation. This regime
(regime 4) is fortunately of little interest so far as intake
performance goes since this would be equivalent to running
the intake subcritically,
Predicted void pressures for regime 5 agree well
over a fairly large bleed flow range for larger values of A*.
In conclusion, the inviscid model behaves in a
similar manner to the experimental bleed slot in relating
shock geometry to the bleed mass flow rate and the second
throat area.
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The effect of primary flow diffuser losses on this
mechanism has already been mentioned and are fairly simple to
incorporate in the model. To examine the bleed flow, however,
is rather more complicated since in the viscous situation it
is contained in a turbulent free shear layer which divided the
primary flow from the air in the void.
The next section of this report describes how this
shear layer was investigated experimentally and how the results
were used to modify the inviscid model.
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5, THE VISCOUS EFFECTS AND THEIR INCORPORATION
IN THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
5,1 General introduction
The viscid

model is basically the inviscid model

mechanism with home allowances for viscous effects superim
posed upon it. In developing the viscid model, consideration
was only given to
(1 ) the diffusion losses in the primary diffuser and in the
bleed duct, and
(2 ) the shear layer, and the way in which it effects the
wide bleed slot performance.
The development of the viscid model is founded on
the assumption that the slip plane used to divide the flows
in the inviscid model can be replaced by a shear layer whose
displacement thickness line follows the slip plane. The as
sumption is also made that the flows downstream of the shock
system in both the main diffuser and the bleed duct are adia
batic though non-isentropic.
The effects of losses in these components can be
studied although their details cannot. This means that the
boundary layers which grow on the four walls ahead of the
working section are ignored. This might be considered to be
a serious omission since one of the primary functions of the
wide bleed slot is to remove the compression surface boundary
layer from the main engine flow. It is argued here

r.v

.

that the shear layer which emanates from the front lip
entrains approximately 10% of the captured mass flow (if the
SL

slot width — = 1.00). Moreover, the work of Spalding and
Patankar in Ref,

shows that the effect of initial boundary

layer thickness and velocity distribution do not have any major
effect on the development of the shear layer profiles, fol
lowing the initial adjustments which are completed after a
shear layer growth distance of approximately h to 5 initial
boundary layer thicknesses. The boundary layers growing on

- 5.2 the other three walls of the working section are similarly
ignored. In an actual intake

there is no boundary layer

whatsoever, at the cowl lip and thin boundary layers on the
centre splitter and side walls.

'

The viscous model will be constructed so that the
diffuser losses both in the main duct and the bleed duct can
be assigned various values and have different characterstics.
This will enable for example one to combine the two effects;
(a) improving main diffuser efficiency as a result of bleed with
(b) worsening bleed total pressure losses in the bleed duct, and
to examine them in the light of shock movement and shear layer
displacement. The fact the in the rig working section the
shock induced boundary layer separation off the roof and side
walls enters the main diffuser makes any detailed calculation
of the diffusers performance extremely complex, depending as
it does so critically on the form of the inlet velocity profile.
The same may also be said of the flow just below and behind
the rear lip where the bleed flow enters the bleed duct. Here
again the velocity profile is complex and variable but since
the object of the investigation is to study the behaviour of
the bleed slot, then the performance of the two diffuserb
dan be allowed to vary and their effects on overall performance
examined.
The shock-induced boundary layer separation effects
on the roof and walls of the working section are also spared
any detailed examination. It is true to say, however, that
in therig working section these separations do
lerate

tend to acce

the flow behind the shocks and therefore they do have

an effect on the shock
On the other

configurations and bleed mass flows.
hand, in any real system such as in an

intake, wall boundary layers should be as thin as possible and
hence separation effects will be minimal.
In the viscous model, the wall separation effects
will be regarded as components of the main diffuser loss.
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5,2 The duct losses
Diffuser losses are usually expressed as functions
of the inlet dynamic pressure, e.g..

(5.2.1)
IlN

^

where

^Ojjj and Pop;x

the inlet and outlet total pressures
respect ively

is the inlet dynamic pressure which is only a :
function of the inlet total pressure

and Mach

number
Kj

is the loss coefficient.
In the wide bleed slot investigation the diffuser

inlet total pressure is the average pressure immediately
downstream of the shock system.
After modifying the inviscid model it will be ne
cessary

to study the effects of different main diffuser

loss coefficients on the bleed slot performance so that we
need to cast equation 5.^*1 in a more convenient form.
Before doing this, however, it is noted here that
an equation similar to 5.2,1 can be written for the bleed
flow diffusion process so that once the loss coefficients
have been dhosenJ the total pressure ratios between the
rear of the test section and the second throat may be written as

and
area as

between say the rear lip and the bledd flow control
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where M

is the ''me an "b lee d jet Mach number as it enters
the cavity or void

below the rear lip.

This means that for the calculation of the diffusion
losses in the viscid model all that is necessary is an esti
mation of the mean Mach number on a mass flow weighted basis,
and the application of equations 5 *2.2 and 5*2.3 to find the
total pressure losses.
Then, by applying the one dimensional equation for
continuity written in terms of mean quantities the shock
loss

/ bleed flow relationship for the viscous flow can be

found.
This process is similar to the inviscid case, where
a second throat area ratio is proposed for which there is zero
bleed so that

!îl,
Poi

P

Eg=0

^ shock loss

diffusion loss

and since ht the second throat

\

= constant =

the mean total pressure at the second throat is a function
only of A*,'
As with the inviscid model the zero bleed case is
examined first of all.

To do this it is necessary to esta

blish the relationship between the normal shock movement and
the second throat area variation. This was done in the inviscid
case by examining the flow field in the absence of the slot
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and proposing a working section longitudinal Mach number
distribution based on the shock loss in the actual flow field
The existence of the expansion waves in the actual flow field
could not be included due to the complexities arising from
them in the mathematical model.

The calculation of the second throat area for the
viscid model in the

absence of the slot is done by positioning

the shock so that it spans the working section at some station
X. The total pressure just downstream of the shock is calculated
baséd on the calculated

working section Mach number distri

bution, The Mach number at the entry to the diffuser is then
calculated assuming there is isentropic flow from behind the
shock to the diffuser entry plane.
If the Mach number just behind the normal shock is
M 2 and the total pressure is Pq2 then if the area at which
the shock occurs is A , the critical area for the flow is
Y+1

1 +

M2

(5.2.4)

A2 =

and if the diffuser entry area is A^^, equation (5.2,4) can
be rewritten and solved iteratively for the diffuser entry
Mach number as

~|

A2

M

m yr
2(

(5.2.5)

Hi

IN

r

2

The mean total pressure at the second throat can be written as
YK i
Pn* = P 02

1

IN

-

(1

M,..
IH

(5.2 .6 )
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and hence

A* =

Q* P ot

The argument now follows, as in the inviscid model., that when
the slot is present,the normal part of the shock moves in
relation to the second throat area as though the slot were
absent. Conditions at the foot of the shock are adjusted so
that the mean total pressure at the entry to the diffuser are
identical with the no-slot case. The main difference between
the viscous and the inviscid model is that in the inviscid
case the existence of the slot beneath the foot of the normal
shock

necessitates the cyclic type of calculation involving

oblique shocks and expansion waves until a flow field is produced
that is. acceptable on physical grounds and which inflicts the
required pressure loss in the main flow. In the viscous case,
the same procedure must be followed but the effect of the
shear layer (which divides the flows) on shock losses and
mass flow ratios must also be included,
5.3 The shear layer
Despite the fact that the shear layer grows in a
complex compressible environment, it will be shown that these
effects can be regarded as perturbations of an empirical
spread parameter which arises in the classical incompressible
mathematical treatment of the problem. A detailed description
of this problem is given by Schlichting (Ref, 15) and outlined
below.
Essentially, we need to solve the incompressible
momentum

equation and the continuity equation. In two

dimensions these are
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(5.3.2)

In order to integrate these equations we need to know the way
in which the turbulent shear stress varies in terms of para
meters of the main flow, Prandtl's mixing length theory faci
litates this and it can be shown that if i is the mixing length

T

=

9u
3y

p&

3u
3y

(5.3.3)

The turbulent eddy viscosity is defined by
T = pG

3u
By

where e is the eddy viscosity which, from the mixing length
theory for free turbulent shear layers Prandtl has shown that
where ui < U2

G = Kl b(ui-U2)

(5.3.U)

with b = width of the mixing zone,
so that

T

=

pKi

b

(U1-U2)

3u
By

(5.3.5)

When dealing with turbulent jets it is usual to assume that
the mixing length I is proportional to the jet width so that
—
b = 3 = constant

(5.3.6)

It is also usually assumed that the rate of increase in width
is proportional to the magnitude of the transverse fluctuations
in velocity, i.e..

y

and since

' ~ & 4^ , so
By
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and if the mean gradient is (ui - U2 )At

D,

—

u 1— U.2

= K2 &

g

= K2

B (u2-ui )

(5.3,7)

If U2 = 0 then, for the free shear layer,
D.
(5.3.8)

SO, from (5,3.8) and (5.3.7)

SO that on integration
b = K3 X

(5.3 .9 )

and equation (5.3.4) becomes
G = K4 X (U1-U2)

(5.3.10)

If it is assumed that the velocity profiles will be similar
then a similarity variable n can be defined such that
n = u

X

and the continuity equation (5.3.2.) may be integrated by the
adoption of a stream function
i|) = X U F (n )

U 1+U2
where

U =

2

•

Then the steady x-momentum equation becomes
pit f + 2o^FF" = 0

o = — -—
2/ k 7 x
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the boundary conditions being
n » ±»,

F*(n)=l±X
U 1-U2

where X

u 1+U2

The solution to this was found by Gortler (Ref. I6 ) to be

F*(n)

= erf(n) = —

f

e ^ dx

/tT ^
0

for U 2 = 0 the solution for u can be written as
ui
u =

ui
+ — erf n

(5.3.1 1 )

where
As this error function is rather cumbersome to integrate, a
very good fit to this solution has been made in the form of
the velocity distribution for a steady incompressible turbu
lent shear layer given by
Ui
^ ° ~

ui
—

tanHl.23 ^

(5.3.12)

In the present investigation, the environment in
which the shear layer grows is a complex one. On the primary
flow side of the shear layer, the flow is usually supersonic
with at

least one shock dipping into the shear layer.
The

void below the shear layer contains a vortex

which will not support any large streamwise pressure gradients,
consequently the shock
flected

-dipping into the shear

as an expansion which curves the shear

the static pressure

layer is re
layer, reducing

behind the shock to the void level. This

means that the shear layer grows in a substantially constant
streamwise static pressure field but with a variable Mach
number above it, and with sudden

rises of pressure across

the shock followed quickly by an expansion back to the void
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pressure «
Investigations have been carried out by various
workers into the effects of varying density and Mach number
across a turbulent free shear layer. By examining density
effects using two different gases Brown and Roshko (Ref, 1%)
conclude that in subsonic flow large density differences,
whether arising from differences in molecular weight or tem
perature differences,have little or no effect on the.spreading
of a turbulent mixing layer. They go further, and state that
"the large effect that has been observed when one stream is
supersonic must be related more to Mach number than density
difference". Combining the experimental results of Sirieix
and Solignac (Ref, l8) and Maydew and Reed (Ref,19 ), they
show that if the velocity variation through the shear layer
is written in the usual form

ui

= f(n)

where n =

X

with supersonic flow on one side of a turbulent shear layer,
a is given uniquely in terms of the Mach number M as

which holds from 1,0 <M < 3,0, This would cover all cases likely
to arise with supersonic flow above the wide bleed slot.
It means that as the Mach number of the supersonic flow in
creases

à increases^so that the width of the shear layer in

creases less rapidly. From the foregoing incompressible ana
lysis

this means that the mixing length is smaller at any

given X station and that therefore the level of turbulence is
lower.
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In conclusion, it seems that the effects of density
and Mach number variations modify only the turbulence levels
in the shear layer, so that once the variation of a with free
stream Mach number is known, the velocity profiles within the
jet are also known since they are similar. Unfortunately, the
effects of shock impingement upon shear layer development has
not been investigated so that when modifying the inviscid model
a certain amount of uncertainty is present,

,

,

It^is proposed that,in the viscid model, the velocity
profiles in the shear layer would be of the form
u =

±

tanHl.23

ay

where the variation of a due to both the supersonic flow above
the shear layer and the impingement of shocks and expansions
be determined by experiment,
5.4 The shear layer investigation
5*4.1 ^e^i^n^r^qjaijreme^t^
Having developed an inviscid model of the main fea
tures of the flow in the working section, it was decided to
devise a means by which a detailed examination of the shear
layer could be made.
It was decided that an investigation, involving a
traverse of the shear layer should be made aimed at obtaining
detailed information about the way in which the shear layer
growth was affected by the intrusion of shocks and expansion
waves, so that an empirical relationship for the momentum
diffùsivity parameter sigma (a) could be obtained for use with
the viscid model.
The total pressure of the bleed flow prior to its
entry into the void was also of great interest, not only as
a check on some of the calculation procedures used in the

- 5.12 viscid

model, but also to provide a criterion for the effi

ciency

of a bleed flowdiffuser,
A traversing mechanism was required to have the

capability

of examining the bleed jet as it entered the void.

Further modifications to the

existing facilities were

also carried out to allow a traverse of the bleed flow as it
entered the parallel portion of the bleed duct from the void
cavity.
The existing
used for traversing the

traversing arrangement was also to

be

main flow at the rear of the test

section to obtain information about the total pressure pro
files at that station, for the zero end low bleed flow regimes
untested previously,
5,4,2 Traverse gear design criteria
Since many individual test points were needed to
define the shear layer as it grew between the lips it was
decided that the traversing and pressure measurements should
be fully automatic. The traverse gear movement was to be
controlled in such a way that both the step length and delay
time between the steps could be varied.
Provision was also made feo that at any position in
the working section the total pressure and the static pressure
could be measured. It was also necessary to measure, in some
way, the position of the probe head in the working section.
Basically, there were two options to be considered;
either the probe could be indexed before each run in the x-direc
tion and then stepped automatically upwards in the y-direction
during the run (or vice versa), or the probe could be indexed
radially along some rotating arm before the run and then
stepped angularly during the test run.

:-l
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The first option, while producing results at con
stant x-values and thus making the results immediately intel
ligible, would have needed a very complex drive mechanism and
made tunnel sealing extremely akward, since it was required
to have the x-position infinitely variable.
The second option was reluctantly chosen after a
detailed study of the first. With this second type of traverse
movement, the test points would be positioned in a curved path
so that profiles at constant x values would have to be obtained
by^nterpolation, This drawback was outweighted by the mecha
nical simplicity of the device.
It was proposed that a shaft be positioned in the
working section wall as far forward as possible, The inner
portion of the shaft was to carry

a-

rotating beam, to which

would be fixed the pressure probe (pitot or static tube or
both)»
its radial position being infinitely variable
The outer end of the shaft would carry a worm wheel to
facilitate angular indexing.
The final design ^-Jjnyol.veâ is. haviitg-:,.^.
modified void block, split in such a way that the
neck of the pressure probe could pass up through into the region
of interest.
All the data from the tests was to be stored on
paper tape and analyzed using the ICL450 computer. The
pattern for a given run would be
(i)

measure tunnel stagnation pressure,

(ii)

measure the radial setting along the probe,

(iii) measure the static pressure of the flow viathe probe,
(iv)

measure the angle of the traverse beam,

(V )

measure the total pressure of the flow via the probe,

(vi) index the traverse beam through some small angle and
repeat the steps^(iii),

(iv) and (v).

The delay between successive angular steps was variable, and
was given the smallest value that^ gave repeatable pressure
measurement s,
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The radial setting of the
tiometer and the reading committed
cally as was the angle

probe was set on a poten
to the paper tape automati

reading.

Since it was initially proposed to measure total
pressure and static pressure at each step, the scanivalve
pressure switch had also to be indexed twice per step with
alternate ports carrying total and

The success of this part

static pressure.

of the research project

rested entirely on the efficiency of the electronics necessary
to control the traversing and data transfer. The design devel
opment and testing of this oomplex electronic system was en
trusted to Mr D.8, Voss of Bath University, His design of the
circuitry

together with a description of its operation is

given in Appendix

B

5,k.3 The traverse gear mechanism
The actual traverse drive mechanism is shown dia- .
gramatically -in Fig,5.1, The electric motor is switched off
when the cam follower of MSI

drops into the location in the

cam which is fixed to the motor shaft, A pulse from the
electronic circuit. ■ bypasses this switch temporarily and the
motor does another revolution until the microswitch is switched
out and the motor stops again.
The drive is through a reduction gear to a second
parallel shaft which carries the spindle of a ten-turn poten
tiometer on one end and a worm

gear on the other. The ten-

turn potentiometer is used to measure the traverse beam angle.
The drive is then taken via the further reduction of worm
and wheel to the traverse beam shaft. Traverse limit switches
MS2

and

MS3

are fitted which cut the supply to the motor

to prevent the beam touching parts of the working section.
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The measurement of the beam angle is slightly

inaccu

rate due to backlash although careful calibration and anti
backlash precautions during test runs minimized this effect.
The calibration was done using a telescope and noting the
voltage output of the angle potentiometer. The scatter was
very small and the slope and initial value of this calibra
tion graph was used in the data reduction computer program.
Repeatability checks were carried out from time to time during
testing arid consistency was found to be good,
5#k,4 Total pressure measurements
Before testing began in earnest, and since with a
blowdown wind tunnel run times are severely limited, the delay
time between each test point was made as short as possible,
since over several hundred test points much time and money
could be saved.
Initially, the delay time was put at a maximum of
about ten seconds, while the probe was stepped up through
the shear layer. The "sheared" nature of the flow means that
the total pressure was continuously changing and that there
fore some dwell was necessary before the pressure reached a
steady value.

-i -

-

Identical traverses were taken with ever” decreasing
delay times until by studying the results carefully, the delay
time at which the high shear profiles started to diverge could
be ascertained,
5,k,5 The bleed duct traverse
In an attempt to find the efficiency of the bleed
flow diffusion process on the rig, a traverse of the bleed
flow as it enters the parallel portion of ducting was planned.
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The pneumatic traverse gear at the rear of the test
section was used. An extended pitot tube was made and inserted
so that it ran through the entrance of the main diffuser down
into the bleed duct. The results of this traverse were pre
sented on an X-Y graph plotter with scales of total pressure
and distance across the bleed duct. The traverse itself was
done as slowly as possible to ensure that the delays in both
the capillary tubing and the plotter itself were allowed for.

Once the X-Y plots were

obtained a simple integra

ting process would give the approximate area weighted mean
total pressure of the flow which may be« compared with the
mean total pressure of the bleed flow as measured in the shear
layer,
5,k.6 Data reduction program
This consisted basically of a subroutine in USERCODE
written by the Bath University computer unit which handled the
data tapes and transferred the information when called to do
so by the main program. The main program was a Fortran program
concerned with converting the angle of the beam and the position
of the pitot block along the beam, together with the relevant ,
pressure measurements, into shear layer profiles* and finally
estimated • the local value of the spread parameter a. This was
done by computing the rate at which the shear layer was
spre ading,
5,k,7 Resdlts of the shear layer investigation
The results of the shear layer investigation consist
of 8 vertical traverses of the shear layer with 22 test points
per traverse with the second throat area ratio of A^/Aj = 0,95&
for 7 different bleed plug settings.
With the bleed plug closed the normal shock is up
stream of the front lip so that the flow above the shear
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layer is subsonic. As the bleed plug is opened the normal
shock is induced downstream over the void and the effect of
this on the shear layer was observed,
(i) The free stream measurement
The pressure readings from the probe, when the probe
head was above the shear layer, provided free streamvalues. Figure 5*3 shows the variation in free stream Mach
number above the shear layer as the bleed flow is gradually
increased. Since the total pressure losses through the impin
ging shock waves are small and since the static pressure of
the free stream is assumed to be equal to the void pressure,
then the streamwise distributions of Mach number do not mean
a great deal. This figure merely gives the overall variation
of the Mach number above the shear layer as the bleed flow
is increased. It was considered unnecessary to measure the
free stream static pressure since the side wall static pres
sure had indicated that,between the lips, the static pressure
was constant and equal to the void pressure (see Figs, 3.13 to
3.1 4).

The static pressure of the flow does rise near the rear

lip but since the probe is unable to approach the rear lip
for reasons of space it was felt that the'addition of a static
pressure probe would be a worthless complication.

(ii) 2he__ve 1^c^ty_^ph^fi^es
•

The velocity profiles obtained by traversing the
sheaf layer are shown in Figs,' :5

('"a--) tq '^

(^gOv-Æh e se figures are

obtained by tracing the output of the computer graph plotter.
The velocity profiles are of the classic shear layer form
which is assumed to be
u =

tanh 1,2 3 ay ,
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As shown, all the profiles are of this form and are therefore
similar, their stretching in the y-direction being associated
with variation in a, the spreading parameter. The shear layer
certainly appears to be "bent" slightly at low bleed flows
as one would expect from the inviscid analysis, where the rear
foot of the lambda (X) leg shock formation is reflected by
the slip plane (shear layer) as an expansion.
The velocity profiles shown in Figs. 5*3(a) to
5.3(g) serve to confirm the belief that the similarity of the
profiles of the shear layer persists even after the impingement
of shock waves and expansion waves; and that the dimensions of
the shear layer together with its profile can be determined
merely from a knowledge of the spread parameter a. (The length
of the velocity vector in Figs.5.3 has no significance, its
variation is due to program error with the X-Y plotter).
Gooderum, Wood and Brevoort (Ref. 22) used an inter
ferometer to study the velocity profiles in the shear layer
at the boundary of a supersonic jet. They found the velocity
profiles to be similar and they were able to estimate the
spread parameter a in two different ways. Firstly, by taking
the exact solution and "fitting" it at

= 0.5 to the data

points. With a fixed sigma it was found that a good fit was
obtained over the subsonic portion of the shear layer but
that the supersonic portion was unduly narrow. This is in
agreement with the findings of Ref. l8 where the level of
turbulence in the supersonic portion of the shear layer is
reduced. Thus, the rate of spread of the shear layer into the
supersonic region is reduced. Gooderum et al. found a second
value of sigma from the angle between the outer supersonic
limit of the shear layer and

= 0.5 position (at which

= 0)

so that if the angle between the two is a dnd the upper limit
of x\ a,t —
2.0
a - tan.

= 1 is

~ 2,0, then
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In the present study an even simpler approach has
been used to estimate the spread parameter a. The assumption
is made that the shear layer,width

at any station

(measured from the (J) = 0,5 to # = 1,0) is made up of the initial
boundary layer thickness plus the shear layer growth. This
approximation was used successfully by Bushnell and Weinstein
(Ref, 24) for calculating the thickness at reattachment of
highly separated turbulent boundary layers.
If the outer limit of the shear layer is at n = 2,0
and the initial boundary layer thickness is 6, then

-

The values of a obtained from the velocity profiles
in this way are shown in Fig, .5 .k.Results are only given for
supersonic flow over the void since
(1) subsonic flow occurs when the normal shock is upstream of
the front lip so that the boundary layer on the upper surface
of the front lip is separated,
(ii) the flow regimes involving supersonic flow over the void
are of main interest since these are the operating regimes
found in aircraft situations.
An average a value of 25 was chosen for the viscidmodel so that the shear

layer would be of a realistic size.

With this information plus the confirmation that the velocity
profiles in the shear layer are approximately of the tanH form
it now becomes possible to superimpose upon the inviscid model
a shear layer in place of a slip plane. The duct losses can
also be included so that the viscid model can be used as a
reasonable model giving realistic engine face recoveries, bleed
flow recoveries and void pressures to go with the correct shock
geometry.
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5.5 The viscid model; the addition of the
viscous effects to the inviscid model
In this section the inviscid model is reviewed,
and where possible the viscous effects are introduced and
the calculation procedure is modified. As in the case of the
inviscid model the overall plan for the calculation is based
upon a knowledge of the relationship between the normal shock
position and the second throat area when there is no slot.
Then, as before, the argument follows that if the losses have
not been changed by the removal of the floor of the duct ,then the
UQDernormal

portion of the shock remains in position whilst a

loop type calculation is performed to provide a lower shock system
acceptable on physical grounds as well as satisfying continuity.
The calculations for the zero slot case begins :
as before with a calculation of the tunnel mass flow. In the
absence of boundary layers this will be given by
Ql Po1 Ai
Wi =
/t
01

A working section flow field must now be postulated as before
and a streamwise distribution of Mach number established, A
Mach number distribution based on the equivalent shock loss
criteria as described in Section 4,2 is used again.
Once the

shock position

the total pressure ratio across it,

is fixed at a station x,
can be found as in

Section 4,2, In the zero slot '.case the flow from behind the
shock to the diffuser entry plane is isentropic.
To calculate the diffuser loss for the flow, the
diffuser entity' Mach n u m b e r , i s

calculated using the isen

tropic flow relations for the area variation between the plane
of the shock and the diffuser entry plane. The diffuser loss
must now be introduced to estimate the total pressure at the
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second throat. If the diffuser loss coefficient is K then,
for the zero slot case,
.2

M
Po* = RPOx'Pol

IK

(5.5.1)

and
/t 7
A* =

(5.5.2)

W;

P oX

and thus the second throat area A^ can be found.

For the inviscid model :+ was argued that the shock
losses with and without the

floor are the same, so

.

that the shock stayed in the same position. In the viscid
model it is assumed that the shock stays in the same position
which implies that the shock + duct losses of the "no slot*
case are equal to the shock + shear layer + duct losses with
the slot. There is no fundamental justification for this, but
it is borne out approximately by schlieren observations made
with and without the slot. In fact, for a given second throat
area the normal part of the shock seems to be about 5^ to 10^
of the slot width nearer the front lip in the presence of the
slot, -(it would of course be possible to incorporate
this empirical fact into the program*),

A description of

the calculation procedure for each of the flow regimes is now
given pointing out the ways in which each are modified to
accommodate the shear layer. It should be noted that when dis
cussing the viscid model in the following pages, the trans
verse dimension of the shear layer is changed from y to z,
since y always refers to distance above the tunnel datum
(the plane of the lips). The streamwise coordinate of the
shear layer is written as x^^.
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5.5*1 Zero bleed - shock upstream of the front lip
The calculation procedure is now described for the
zero bleed case in which the normal shock is upstream of the
front lip and in a

position

controlled by variation of the

second throat area A*.
If the normal shock spans the duct at any station x
where x < x^^, then, using

the Mach number distribution

the total pressure ratio across the shock Ppp^ can be evaluated.
Downstream of the shock the flow encounters the bleed slot,
and the shear layer is produced separating the main flow from
the stationary fluid of the void, the main flow outside this
shear layer being isentropic.
The flow between the rear of the shock and the front
lip is subsonic and isentropic, diffusing as in the inviscid
model, in the absence of boundary layers.
The Mach number of the flow at the front lip and
hence the static pressure (equal to the void pressure) may be
calculated as before. Between the lips the pressure and the
Mach number of the free stream must be constant,as in the
inviscid model since neither the slip plane nor the shear
layer can support a streamwise pressure gradient. In both
cases the air in the void is assumed to be at rest and thus
unable to support pressure gradients.
The origin of the coordinate system used to describe
the shear layer in Section 5*3

is positioned such that when at

1 . 2 3 ^ ” °» TT^ ” 0*5.
FS
The value of velocity ratio <J> along the streamline
which separates the upper from the lower flows is variable and
will be denoted

(see Fig, 5.5). Korst, Page and Childs

(Ref. 2 3 ) suggest a value of

between .62 and 0.7 whereas

other workers on free turbulent shear layers in supersonic flow
show

to be nearer 0.55 (at (|) =

, z =
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A parameter used to position the shear layer in
the working section is the shear layer displacement thickness
as this effectively acts as a boundary to the main flow.
It is defined be low in the viscid model shear layer coordinates
and z.
We define the displacement thickness in incompres
sible terms since the doubt which exists about a true value
for sigma and hence the physical dimensions of the shear layer
outweighs' the extra accuracy obtained by taking compressi
bility into account.
Referring to Fig.5.5, displacement thickness is
defined as

- =DIV

=

f

(1 -

'
^DIV

dz

FS

or

DIV
^DIV
and
—— = 0,5 + 0,5 tanh l,2 3n
^FS
;
. • n

«

1
^

1
^Diy)

2,46 ^°^e

coshl,23n^
(coshl,23n^Tw^

DIV

In all cases the shear layer is effectively super
imposed upon the inviscid model's shock and lip plane geo
metry so that the displacement thickness line lies along the
slip plane. The relationship between the shear layer coor
dinates and the working section (inviscid model) coordinates
is explained by Fig,5 ,5,
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It is required to find the effective total pressure
loss inflicted on the flow by the growth of shear layer so
that a mean Mach number may be estimated at the diffuser entry.
In all cases it is assumed that between the rear lip
and the diffuser entry plane .the viscous losses are negligible.
This is a reasonable assumption since downstream of the rear
lip the shear layer becomes a classic boundary layer type
flow with a solid boundary. This solid boundary inhibits the
turbulent motion of the boundary layer by demanding that at
the wall Prandtl*s mixing length must be zero since no trans
verse fluid motion is possible and the laminar sublayer is
formed. The dampening effect of the upper surface of the rear
lip on the turbulent motions will produce a boundary layer
which grows,(i.e,, entrains fluid)

at a fraction of the rate

of a free shear layer.
Thus, to a first order no extra air is entrained in
the viscous layer between the rear lip and the diffuser entry
plane. The air already entrained in the viscous layer will
suffer slight total pressure losses as the turbulent boundary
layer profile becomes established, but the majority of these
changes will take place in a narrow region adjacent to the
upper surface of the rear lip and so the contribution of these
extra losses to the main flow will be negligible.
The mean total pressure in the plane of the rear lip
then will be equal to the mean total pressure at the diffuser
entry plane.
5 .5.2 Modification to regime 1
Figure 5.6 shows dirgrararaatically the shear layer be
tween the front and rear lips of the inviscid model. At zero
bleed, with the shock upstream of the front lip, the deflection
angle of the slip plane must be equal to the slope of the roof
to ensure a constant pressure along the slip plane. To simplify
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the calculations, this slip plane was assumed to be a straight
line above the void. The shear layer will also be straight and
the displacement thickness line of the shear layer in the vis
cid model willlie along the line of the slip plane in the in
viscid model. This will ensure that there is zero streamwise
pressure gradient in the free stream.
From reference 15 the value of n at the outside of
the shear layer is about 2.0, Once the shear layer has been
superimposed upon the inviscid model, the mean total pressure
in the plane of the rear lip may be evaluated.
Referring to Fig,

5*6 the area weighted mean total

pressure of the flow at the rear lip is the mean of the total
pressure behind the shock plus the mean total pressure of the
shear layer between

Po RL

X

&nd Z^;

'-"L •'DIV

n
SiV

Once F q is found then the Mach number at the entry
to the main diffuser can be found. The diffuser entry height y
reduced by the displacement thickness y^ of the shear layer
which is assumed to persists over the rear lip up to the end
of the test section. If the test section width is b, then the
mass flow function at the diffuser entry is :

-1 •'n
^EN

P (y^-y

The mean Mach number at this station may now be found since

Y+1

(5.5.6)

T

-
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Conditions at the second throat are then found by evaluating
the duct loss equation for the second throat total pressure
equation. The calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 5,7.
5*5*3 Modifications to regime 2
In the previous section,with the normal shock up
stream of the front lip, the relationship between shock move
ment and second throat area merely involves positioning the
shock and then calculating the pressure losses of the flow
downstream of the shock until the total pressure at the
second throat is found.
Once the second throat has opened to such an extent
that the normal shock is induced over the void an

iterative

type of calculation is involved similar to that of the in
viscid model and is shown in the form of a flow chart in
Fig,

5.8.
The calculation is Started with the working section

floor in place. The procedure to calculate the second throat
area and total pressure are followed in exactly the same way
as the case with the shock upstream of the front lip.

Once the Mach number at the station of the shock is
established then the total pressure ratio across it can be
found, i^e,, Hpo^*
With isentropic flow from behind the shock up to the
diffuser entry plane, the diffuser entry total pressure is

^0 jjjjj

“ PP q ^ Po 1

and in the absence of working section boundary layers, the
mass flow function at diffuser entry is
wj /t TT
Q
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The entry Mach number is given by equation 5.5*6 and the initial
value of second throat total pressure can be found using the
duct loss equation.
The floor is now "removed” to form the slot, and the
process of constructing a shock geometry is carried out in
exactly the same way as in the inviscid case. Before the shock
loss is evaluated, however, the shear layer is superimposed
on the flow so that its displacement thickness corresponds to
the inviscid slip plane. Once the spread parameter a is known
the coordinates of the shear layer at the rear lip can be
calculated. If the Mach number above the shear layer is super
sonic than the requirement of the model is that this flow
undergoes a normal shock. This shock will dip down into the
shear layer as far as the sonic line. The effective total pres
sure of the whole flow at the rear lip is the average total
pressure of the flows above the primary intersection, the flow
below the intersection and the flow in the shear layer. All
flows which are supersonic above the rear lip undergo normal
shocks as was the case in the inviscid model. Where the normal
shock dips into the shear layer, the downstream mean total
pressure in the shear layer is found by integrating an expres
sion for the downstream total pressure at any point in the
shear layer, in terms of the upstream Mach number and total
pressure, see Fig,

5,9.

The total pressure ahead of the shock is given by

POl = Py (1 + ^

with M =

^
/ Y gR T

u2
T = To - ë r

u = U q (0. 5+0. 5t anhl,23

.
^SL
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The total pressure ratio across the shock along any streamline
will be that given by the normal shock loss equation with the
provision that if M ^ 1.0, BPo^ = l.i).
The integration is again performed numerically so
that the mean total pressure of the flow in the shear layer
is given by

^DIV
Then the mean total pressure at the diffuser entry from Fig,5,10
-, is
Po6(hl-%i)+Po7(y i“^L

__

^°ÉN

(h'-rDiv)

The diffuser entry Mach number is found by calculating the
mass flow function

at the diffuser entry plane,

based on the effective area where
L
— A
EF
geom

Z_l_

y

EN

The conditions at the second throat can be found in
the usual way from the duct loss characteristic. Having deter
mined the second throat total pressure for one particular shock
geometry, it is compared with the initial value calculated in
the absence of the slot and then the shock geometry is adjusted
until a balance is obtained.
The calculation procedure is identical with the
inviscid model for the shock wave and expansion wave geometries
the difference being the added viscous losses of the shear
layer (which add to the shock losses) and the assumption of
some form of duct loss characteristic where the inlet condi
tions are calculated,so taking- account 9in a very simple way at
least, of the shear layer/boundary l^yer above the rear lip
which enters the diffuser.
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5,5.4

In Section 4,2,3 of the inviscid model, the shock
geometry for this regime consists of an oblique compression
wave at. the front lip to produce a straight constant pressure
slip plane above the void. The same argument follows in the
viscid case except that the displacement thickness of the
shear layer must have the same inclination as the slip plane.
Conditions at the second throat are of no interest since in
the bleed flow calculations which are of prime importance this
regime does not occur,
5,6 Modifications to the viscid model
to include the effects of bleed
The modifications to the inviscid model when bleeding
is taking place consist of the imposition of certain limita
tions on shock geometry, the main limitation being that any
shock movement induced by the bleeding process may not proceed
downstream further than the rear lip. This restraint on shock
movement

is also applied to the shock geometries of the viscid

model with bleed.

The bleed flow is obtained in the same way as in
the inviscid model, i.e., by using the equivalence, so far as
shock movement is concerned, of increments in the second
throat area and increments in bleed flow.
As before the normal shock is positioned in the
working section in the absence of the slot. The total pressure
ratio across the shock is found, the diffuser entry Mach number
is calculated and finally the total pressure at the second
throat together with the throat area are found.
If the initial values of shock and duct pressure
ratios are

and Rp^p

respectively, then the initial

second throat critical mass flow function may be written as
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BpOxi'BpODi'^Ti

(5.6.1)

^01

P02
BPOXI “ ^

®PO0i “
Then, in the absence of the slot, if the shock moves to
position %2 :
'

VI

/t

7

Qm = (------------- — ) ---BpOxz'BpODz'ATz

(5.6.2)

^"1

Equating (5.6,1) and (5.6,2) gives

^POxa'^PODz

*Ti

BpOxi'BpODi

A*2

(5.6.3)

If the shock movement is brought about by bleeding at constant
second throat area, then the second throat mass flow function
would be written as

^
Q* = ——

Wi
(1-Eg)/t0
( ■ .— ....... ■■■■'■)
R’
*R'
A*
P0x2 POPz

where primes indicate
total pressure ratios
with bleed

(5.6,4)

Equating 5.6,4 with 5.6,1 gives
R»
"R*
P0%2 PODz
= ('1 - G
R
*R
"B* )
POxi POOi

(5.6.5)

If the bleeding produces the same total pressure at the second
throat as increasing the second throat area, then
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R»

-R*

= R

P0%2- P°D2

"R

(5.6.6)

P0%2 POD2 ;

Inspection of equations (5,6.3.), (5.6,5) and (5,6 ,6 ) gives
the result
e

:

4i
= 1 - ~

■(5.6.7)

In the

inviscid case, the shock losses with and

without the slot

were the same, whereas in the viscid model

the total losses

(including the duct losses) with and without

the slot must he the same.
To he able to èt art the iterative type of calcula
tion the assumption is made that the normal shock is induced
to the same position, whether or not the pressure drop which
causes the movement arises out of increments in bleed flow
or out of increments in second throat area. This only holds
in the bleed case up to the point where the shock is at the
rear lip,
shock movement assumption, whilst being difficult
to justify theoretically, is supported by experimental evi
dence as described earlier.

5,6.1 Modifications to regime 4
As with the zero bleed flow cases, the calculation
procedure is to superimpose the shear layer on the inviscid
model. In the inviscid case, a very simple model was proposed
with the dividing streamline being the arc of a circle and an
approximate pressure drop between the free stream and the void
being calculated from the radial equilibrium equations. The
streamline geometry depends on the estimation of

(see

equation 4,3,2) which is the vertical distance between the
dividing streamline and the leading edge of the rear lip.
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In the viscid case, the approximate radius of curvature is
found from an estimation of

based on the mass integral

the shear layer profile at the rear lip.
Since the bleed mass flow can be written approxi
mately as
z
BLD

f

'^B = PpS I

^DIV

and with

and
wi = Piuihi

..

I

^BLD
(0.5+0.stanhl.23 -^)dz
X

(5.6.8)

D^^p then will be given by

^LIP “ ^BLD “ ^DIV
Since in the calculation the bleed flow is known, equation
(5.6,8) can be solved by trial and error. Once D^^p is found,
the void pressure is calculated as in the inviscid model.

The bleed flow total pressure in the viscid case
is the mean total pressure found from the integral equation
p

,
^BLD

where M and z are related by

r/Y-i
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M =

/y s Rt "
T =

u'
- 2c J
P

U = Up g (0.5+0.5tanhl.23

If this integral is evaluated for the rear lip value
of X, and with the experiment ally determined.value of a, then

the effective bleed jet Mach number can be written as
1/2

Y-1
Y

M

BJ

Po BL
)
5 (•

+ 1

(5 6.9)

with the bleed total pressure recovery as

'BJ

(5 .6 .1 0 )

Pol

The bleed flow critical area is then given by :
w.
'b

/t 7

(5 .6 .11 )

0^39656 PQ BL

If there are losses in the bleed flow between the rear lip and
the flow control area, they can be written as

I

^°BL.

~ ^Q b L.

= KBD"

YPv^BJ

Then the bleed flow total pressure at

yk

^^BL

BD

M

BJ

^OBL

The critical area will be enlarged to

will be given by

(5 .6 .12 )
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P%BB

(5.6.13)

This type of calculation which in a sense is open loop, con
tinues whilst the shock is upstream of the front lip*
5.6,2 Modification to regime 5
Again the procedure is to calculate the bleed flow
based on the effective second throat area increase necessary
for the particular shock displacement chosen, in the absence
of the slot.
The iterative loop in this case is closed by finding
the combination of shock, shear layer and duct losses to satisfy
the continuity requirement at the second throat.
In exactly the same way as the inviscid model, a
series of shock patterns are constructed which are physically
possible. On each of these patterns the shear layer is imposed
and the main flow working section shock loss and shear layer
loss are calculated. The diffuser entry Mach numbers are found
from the main mass flow, the mean total pressure and the ef
fective diffuser inlet area. This effective area includes the
displacement thickness effects of the shear layer at the dif
fuser entry plane.
When constructing the shock geometries^for the cases
involving bleed flow, the restriction is applied that no
shock may occur downstream of the rear lip, since this station
represents the downstream limit of the zone of influence of
the bleed flow. (This restriction was also applied, in the :
inviscid model).This limitation on shock geometry results in
an expansion off the front lip at high bleed flows(of for low
bleed flow cases where the normal shock was positioned over
the void for zero bleed).
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The case with the expansion wave emanating from the
front lip is discussed fully in section 4.3.3 and it is suf
ficient to say that in the viscid case, as before, the shear
layer is imposed on the inviscid flow field by replacing the
slip plane by the shear layer along the displacement thickness
line of the shear layer.
5.7 Discussion of main features of viscous model
This viscous model is able to predict changes in
shock geometry with changes in engine face Mach number at zero
bleed. The main diffuser duct loss characteristic may be ad
justed so that the relationship between normal shock movement
and second throat area change can be made equal to that of
the test facility.
The model can also give some idea of the type_of
velocity profile that must exist at the rear lip in the absence
of bleed and in the absence of roof and wall boundary layers,
showing that once a wide bleed slot is used then,quite apart
from any wall type boundary layers, there is a certain builtin velocity profile which deteriorates as the slot width is
increased, since the shear layer grows linearly downstream.

When bleed is taking place

the viscid model shows

how this profile can be "cleaned up" by removal of the low
energy air of the shear layer, i.e. a reduction in y*.
The viscid model also indicates how the shock geo
metry will change with bleed flow for a given system where
the main diffuser duct loss characteristic is known.
Bleed flow total pressures, as the flow enters the void, can
be calculated and these represent the maximum values obtainable
with a real system since the total pressures are evaluated
prior to any bleed flow diffusion and in the absence of any
side wall boundary layers. By choosing "suitable" bleed flow
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diffusion loss characteristics, the relationship between bleed
flow control area and various parameters of interest could be
established and by suitable plotting, the constant bleed flow
area A* characteristics for the system can be established,
which would represent its best possible performance.
The viscous model is in the form of the computer
program described in Appendix C and consists of the main
program plus 27 subroutines. Alteration of these subroutines
is easily done (if, for example, different methods of duct
loss calculation or shear layer profile are to be included
in the program) without upsetting the smooth running of the
remainder of the program.

5 «8 Results of the viscid model
The results of the viscid model only cover one second
throat area ratio. For zero bleed the normal shock was positioned
1,6 inches upstream of the front lip (l,0 inch downstream of
the working section inlet plane). This gave a second throat
area ratio of A*/Ai = 0,948, The results obtained from the
program are compared with experimental results taken at a
second throat area ratio of A*/Ai = 0,956 (approximately 1%
different).

In both cases the normal shock is positioned up

stream of the front lip for zero bleed. For this; the only set
of viscid

theoretical results so far, the loss coefficients

for the main diffuser and the bleed duct were set zero. It is
hopedthat a full parametric
the widf

study can be carried out later

bleed slot research project continues in which the

as
duct

losses can be adjusted and their effects studied.
Measured and calculated values of n

V

plotted against
of

below

and n

D

are shown on Fig, 5,11, Experimental values
= 0,045 were obtained using the X-Y plotter

results described in Ref, 10 (no low bleed flow values have
been found for

although from Fig, 5,1^ it is shown that at

low bleed flow

approaches n^).
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The calculated values of n^ show some scatter,
particularly at low bleed flow* This is due to a combination of
(a) having a finite step size when integrating the total pres
sure in the shear layer (in some caseswith a normal shock
slipping into the shear layer);
(b) having varying free stream conditions which means that
the bleed flow is contained in a different sized "slice" of
the shear layer depending not only upon

btt also upon p^g

and Upg,
The calculated void pressure shows the same behaviour
as in the inviscid model. The reasons for the poor agreement
in Py at low bleed flows with the normal shock upstream of
the front lip having been discussed in Section 4.4
The most important feature illustrated on Fig. 5 «11
is the way in which the total pressure of the bleed flow imme
diately prior

to its diffusion increases steadily with increased

bleed flow. This is due to the fact that more and more of the
shear layer is being bled as the streamline dividing the bleed
and primary flows moves

up through the shear layer.

notwithstanding the intrusion into

the shear la er,

This is
in the

region of the rearrlip, a normal shock whose strength is in
creasing as the bleed flow is increased. The bleed flow total
pressure (calculated in the shear layer behind the terminal
shock and above the rear lip) is in excess of the engine face
total pressure for bleed flows in excess of approximately
0.08. This is due to the fact that the bleed flow in general
has only passed through the weak oblique shocks of the "lambda
leg" formation followed by the terminal shock whereas the
bulk of the primary flow passes through the primary normal
shock and, at high bleed flow, even the secondary normal shock.
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In the real situation this high total pressure of
the bleed flow under high bleed conditions is dissipated by
diffusion and mixing below the rear lip as the bleed flow
enters the void^and later in duct losses in the bleed duct.
This point is illustrated in Fig, 5,12 which shows
the total pressure measured at the bleed venturi divided by
the calculated mean total pressure in the shear layer above
the rear lip plotted against

When the bleed flow is zero

both the measured and calculated bleed total pressure equal
the same void static pressure (see Fig, 5,ll), Over the bleed
slots useful range of bleed flow (i,e,, with the shock over
the void, 0,04 < e^ < O.IO) between kO% a ,d 60% of the avai
lable bleed flow total pressure is lost in the diffusion
proc esses,
The data presented in Fig, 5*13 shows a comparison
between shadowgraphs of the actual flow field and the shock
geometries given by the viscid model for the second throat
area ratios given earlier, for three different bleed flows, .
Examination of Fig, 5.13(a) shows superficial agree
ment, In the real case, however, an

of 0,058 has induced the

shock off the front lip while in the inviscid model the shock
is on the front lip, with the corresponding differences in void
pressure. Any further bleeding in the viscid model case will
cause the shock to leave the lip and the void pressure to
fall rapidly.
This has happened in Fig, 5,13(t>) where in both cases
the primary normal shock has the familiar bifurcated foot while
the flow which has passed through the oblique shocks undergoes
a normal shock in the region of the rear lip. The streamwise
Mach number gradient in the viscid model, however, reduces the
normal shock movement and hence gives a very small lambda leg
with a correspondingly small secondary shock.
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This trend is continued into Fig. 5.13(c) where in
this case the shadowgraph indicates the high bleed flow regime
with an expansion at the front lip and a normal shock near the
rear lip. The viscid model on the other hand still predicts
the low bleed flow regime although the void pressures are
similar. This is again due to the differences in streamwise
Mach number distribution.
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6. CONCLUSION
A systematic investigation has been carried out in
an attempt to gain a better understanding of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a vide bleed slot in the presence of a
terminal shock wave. This investigation forms part of a con
tinuing research project at Bath University dealing with wide
bleed slot aerodynamics.
(

A body of

experimental . data obtained by Wingham

and Jell and added to by the present author has been studied
in detail. It provided evidence to show that the bleed jet
entered the void without affecting either the flow conditions
at the front lip or the flow above the void. It was shown that,
as far as the static pressure in the void was concerned, in
creases in bleed flow were exactly equivalent to increases in
second throat area. It was shown that a given second throat
area ratio and bleed mass flow gives a certain void pressure
and that if either the second throat area ratio or the bleed
mass flow were increased the void pressure would fall in
exactly the same way. Consequently, a unique void pressure
characteristic was plotted from the experimental results,
where the bleed mass flow was expressed in terms of increases
in second throat area. Also, at void pressures involving a
compression at the front lip, the variation of void static
pressure with second throat area for zero bleed was identical
with the bleed case in which the bleed mass flow was again
expressed as an equivalent second throat area.
It was therefore possible to treat the wide bleed
slot aerodynamics as an interaction between a normal shock
(the terminal shock wave) and a free shear layer or jet boun
dary, This interaction, so far as shock geometries and shear
layer deflection angles was concerned, was thus shown to be
fundamentally inviscid, in other words, the flow field was
essentially governed by pressure and momentum forces rather
than by viscous forces.
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An inviscid theoretical method was derived for
predicting the aerodynamic characteristics in which the primary
flow was separated from the void by a slip plane. The positions
and strengths of the various shock waves in the flow field
above the slot were dictated by conditions at the second throat.
Using this method good agreement was found to exist between the
measured and the theoretical void static pressure for zero
bleed at different values of second throat area.
The agreement was poorest at low values of second
throat area where the terminal shock wave was upstream of the
front lip. In these cases, the calculated void static pressure
was consistently above the experimental value due to differen
ces in streamwise Mach number distribution between the experi
mental situation and the inviscid model, These differences were
mainly due to boundary layer displacement effects in the wind
tunnel working section. In practice, the normal shock tended
to separate the boundary layers in the working section which
accelerated the flow over the void and so reduced the static
pressure there.
When the normal shock had been drawn downstream over
the void agreement between theory and experiment was mubh better.
The theoretical results with bleed were also found
to compare well with the experimental data, provided the shocks
were between the lips.
The inviscid model generally gave good agreement
between calculated and observed values of second throat area,
void static pressure, and bleed flow and the associated shock
geometries were also good.
It was estimated that for a wide bleed slot (r~ = 1.0)
h1

^

10^ of the main flow became entrained in the shear layer which
divided the main flow from the air in the cavity. Since bleed
flow rates were typically up to 10% of the main flow any study of
the bleed process itself must involve a study of this shear
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layer. An experimental investigation of the shear layer was
carried out showing that despite both the Mach number difference
across the shear layer and the intrusion of shock waves into the
layer^ the velocity profiles approximated to the form ;

•jp = 0.5 + 0.5 tanh 1.23 ^

wherea was adjusted

to enable the

profile fit to be made.

Using this experimental data the inviscid model was
modified by replacing the slip plane by a shear layer and
making allowance for variations in performance of the main
diffuser and the bleed flow diffusion process.
Estimates have been made of the mean total pressure
of the bleed flow in the region of the rear lip so that by
comparison with bleed total pressure measurements made in the
bleed duct the performance of the existing bleed flow diffu
sion process could be examined.
The calculations were carried out with the loss
coefficients for the main diffuser and the bleed duct set to
zero, but a parametric study showing the effects of such
losses could easily be made.
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APPENDIX A - THE BASIC FLOW EQUATIONS
A perfect gas is assumed throughout with a constant
cn
ratio of specific heats — ^ = y = 1,4.
V
The equation of state for the gas is written as

pT

= R

or
(A.1,0)

Pi
flTi

P2T2

The acoustic speed of the gas is

^ “ ' / M

“

= ÏÏ

(A.1 .1 )

The ratio of stagnation to total pressure is
Y
“

-1 = (1 +

m2)

(A.1.2)

The density ratio
1
Y-1

P0

= (1 +

finally,

)

(A.1.3)

the temperature ratio

T
(A.I.It)
In one dimensional isentropic flow, the relationship
between the flow area at which the flow is sonde and any other
area where the flow Mach number us as follows :
Y +l
2( y -1)
1 +

m2
(A.I.5)
2

- A.2 The equations governing conditions on either side
of a normal shock wave are used extensively in the theory
and they are also written here for reference.
The static pressure rise through a normal shock can
be shown to be
P

2 y M ^ - ( y -1)
( A . 1.6)

p

The Mach number behind a normal shock is
2

M

+2

----!--2 y M^-( y -1)

(A.1.7)

The density ratio across the shock is
P2

(y +1)M j
(A,1,8)
2+( y “1)M^

The temperature ratio is

Ï2

_

2 y M j - ( y - 1)

= [

_
Y+1

2+(y -1)Mi

) (—

^2

)

(A.1.9)

(y + 1 ) M j

The total pressure ratio across the normal shock can be
written as
Po2

P02 ^2 Pi

and using the previous relations,this becomes

^02

2y M^-( y -1)
M

:

Y+Î

1
Y-1

X
1 +

*

^1
2

Y-1

(A,1,10)

- A .3 -

It is noted from these equations that with constant
pressure, density and temperature .before the shock, as the
free stream Mach number is increased, the total pressure loss
and the static pressure rise are increased, while the down
stream Mach number is reduced.
Downstream of the normal shock static temperature,
pressure and density ratios all increase as the upstream Mach
numbers increase.
The oblique shock equations are also used extensively
in the construction of the various flow fields of the mathe
matical model. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to conditions before
and after the shock wave respectively.
The pressure rise through an oblique shock is given by

?2
2yM^sin^3-(Y“1 )
— =

(A,1,11)

The density ratio is
p2
(Y+l)M^sin2p
— = -------- :--- (A,1,12)
^
2+(Y-1)M^sin^3

By combining A,1,11 and A,1,12 the temperature ratio is shown
to be
T2

2yM^sin^ 3-(y-1 5

T7 = -- - - - - - - - - ^

^

2 + (y-1 )M^s in^ 3

------ T — —

(A,1,13)

(y+l)M^sin^3

The Mach number downstream of an oblique shock is
(y-1 )M^sin^3+ 2
M^ = (--■ ■
—
— ) cosec^(3-6)
2yM2s in^ 3-(y-1 )

The total pressure ratio across the oblique shock is found by
wr it ing

- A .u ^02

P q 2 ^2 P i

-

(A.l.lU)

and solving this using the relations A,1,2 and A,1,11,
The wave angle and the flow deflection angle are
related through the equation
M^sin^g-l
^ ------------)
M^-(M^sin^3 — l )

tan 6 = cot 3 (— ri

(A, 1,15)

During the calculations, flow deflection angles
are prescribed and flow quantities are found from them. It is
difficult, however, to solve A,1,15 for 3 directly but an
iterative method due to Collar (Ref,

n)

is straightforward

and is used frequently during the calculations ,
Collar shows that by writing x for cot 3 the itera
tive process is derived from

=n+l “ A

where

- r&c
n
A = M
B = i

2
1

(A.1.16)

- 1
(y-l) Mjtan6

C = (~ (y+l)M^+l) tan6
and for n = 1 , x = /M^-1

is a suitable first approximation.

Equation A,l,l6 will give the value of cot 3 for the weak
oblique shock. If this is written as Xq then Collar shows that
cot 3 for the strong solution is

X

= i (-(C+xq)+ /(C + X q )(C-3xq)+UA

The maximum flow deflection angle is found by differentiation
of A,1,15 with respect to 3 with

constant to give ;

- A .5 “

-

1

+

/(y +1)(1+

YM J

^

“ j)

,

(A.1.17)
By substituting 3^^^ in A.1.15, the maximum flow deflection
is obtained.
The Prandt1-Meyer relations are also used in the
mathematical model and the Prandtl-Meyer function v is given by

^2 -

Ali
/ Y-1

arc cos

/ ------

r - arc tan /M^-1

/ 2 + ( y -1)M,

(A,1,18)
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APPENDIX B - SEQUENCING OF PRESSURE,. ANGLE AND
RADIUS SIGNALS FOR THE SHEAR LAYER
TRAVERSE MECHANISM
The s t a r t b u t t o n t u r n s o v e r BS6 which in t u r n
"fires"

MSI. MSI t u r n s o f f BS6 a n d t u r n s on BSU a n d B 8 5.

BSU turning on allows pulses from BS2 through into the motor
timing counter. This counter counts these pulses until the
number which is set on the switches on the front panel is
reached. Gates 2-7 produce
(a),a reset pulse to reset the counter

to 00,

(b) turn off BSU so that pulses do not

go to the counter,

(c)

move

(d) t u r n s

the

step

on

B S7#

counter

on

1,

BS7 turning on allows pulses from BS3 via gate 8.
into Data Logger Sequence Counter,
The sequence is different for step 1 of the step counter than
for other steps.
Sequence for step 1
Gates 9 and 10 disabled by pulse 01 from gates 11,
12, 13* Prior to start Scanivalve

set

to home port No

48,

Relay k energised via AU from gate 13,

The first pulse

from

gate 8 moves the sequence counter to No 1, This energises RL4
via A1 which puts the radius reading on to Data logger infor
mation line via RLib contact and RL4a contact, normally open
one, and the Data Logger Trip Pulse via RLlc,
The second pulse has no effect.
The third pulse puts the Scanivalve

reading Pq^ onto the Data

Logger via RL2b and RLUb and trips the Data Logger via RL2c,
The fifth pulse has no effect (RL4d open).
The sixth pulse

r

(a) fixesMS2 to move Scanivalve

to port 1,

(b ) turns off BS7 #
(c ) resets the sequence counter,
(d)

f ix©

MSI v i a g a t e l4 (this g a t e e n a b l e d b y B S 5 ) ,

(e) fixes MS3 via gate ih (this MS moves motor on).

- B.2 The pulse that fixes MSI performs the same function as the
start pulse.
The sequence is as before. The motor timing counter reaching
it count steps on the step counter to step 2, Moving onto step
2 performs the following :
(1) BS7 turned on allowing pulses through gate 8 to sequence
counter,
(2) disables gates 11, 12, 13 which in turn does
(a) de-energi.ses RL4
(b) enables gates 9 and 10,
Sequence for step 2 and steps up to the last one
First pulse from gate 8 energises RLl which via RLla and RL4a
(normally made) puts Po on Data Logger and via RLlc trips
data logger.
Second pulse, via gates 9 and 10 fixes MS2 to move Scanivalve
to next port,
Third pulse energises RL2 which via RL2a and RLUb (normally
made) puts L on Data Logger and via RL2c trips Data Logger,
Fifth pulse energises RL3 which via
made) puts

RL3a andRL4 c

(normally

P on Data Logger and via RL3c andRL4d

(normally

made) trips Data Logger,
The sixth pulse is as for sequence for step 1,
This sequence for step 2 is gone through for succeeding steps
until the last step set by the step counter number switches
on front panel.
On the last step the following sequence occurs, via gates 15-20
(1) the step counter is reset to 00,
(2) BS5 is

turned off which in turn disables gate

lU so that

when pulse

6 of sequence counter is fed into the gate

it

cannot fixe MSI again,
MSI is restarted by start button for reset run.
The

Scanivalve. Monostable MS2 fixes via RL5>a further mono

stable that puts a 24V pulse onto the solenoid of the
valve for 150 msec.

Scani

- B.3 Everything is griven from +5V except the amplifiers

A1-A6

and relays RLl to RL6 which are fed from 12V,
The pulses to drive the device are obtained from MVl, BSl, BS2,
and BS3 each BS divides by 2, MVl 48Hz BS3 6Hz,
Every other pulse from BS3 moves Data Logger on giving 3Hz to
Data Logger - maximum speed,
BS

- bistable has two stable states
turned on with an input to the preset
turned off with an input to the clear

MS

- monostable has one stable state
stays *on * for a period determined by external
resistor and capacitor

gate

- a net gate will give an output

only when both inputs

are there at the same time
counters - circuits that are decade counters will count 10
pulses then start again
MV

- a stable device which oscillates at a frequency
determined by external resistors and capacitors

A

- amplifiers to amplify power from counters

to drive

relays
RL

- relays k constants a , b, c ^ d ;

each contact a

change over

Normally made

Normally 6pen
relays are drawn in deenergised position*
When energized the "normally open" contact is
made and vice versa.
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APPENDIX C - DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER
PROGRAM

VISM0D

This is a Fortran IV program and a listing is
given at the end of this section.' It is described briefly
here module by module.
Module

01 (source) - Program VISM0D

It commences by reading in the basic data including
the duct loss coefficients and the various shear layer para
meters, The mass flow entering the working section is found.
This is followed by a print out of àll the general information.
The working section entry flow parameters are then
calculated and the shock position controls are introduced.
Below the "heading "zero bleed - x - shock

upstream of front

lip" the calculation procédés by a series of "calls" to first
find the pressure of the main flow at the front lip,
then to estimate the value of sigma for the shear layer. The'
subroutines COORDl and C00RD.2.are called to find the physical
dimensions of the shear layer ahd then to position it between
the lips.
The duct loss and second throat conditions are
found, and all the relevant parameters are printed.
Below the heading "zero bleed x shocks over the
void" the second throat conditions are found in the absence
of the slot. The front lip flow deflection angle stepping
control is then set up.
The shock geometry is then calculated using the
oblique shock wave equations solved in WAVANG

in the same

way as in the inviscid model. Once the position of the slip
plane has been fixed the shear layer dimensions are calculated
and fixed in space. The second throat mean total pressure is
found and the error (MFWRPO-MFWSTA) computed. If agreement is

- C.2 good the parameters of interest are printed.
The following section of the listing headed "zero
bleed - shock downstream of the rear lip" is again an open
loop calculation which states the front lip flow deflection
angle, computes the wave angles and calculates the second
throat conditions. This concludes the zero bleed calculations.
Once the normal shock has .been traversed over
the void for zero bleed the control moves to statement number
2 below the heading "the bleed case". This section sets up
the normal shock position for zero bleed and computes the
second throat conditions. The normal shock displacement brought
about by the bleeding process XPO is set up and trials done
to establish the basic flow regime.
For the section headed "bleed case - shock upstream
of front lip" the bleed flow is first calculated from the new
second throat conditions and then by calculating the shear
layer dimensions the radius of curvature of the streamlines
and hence the void static pressure are found and the results
printed.
The section of listing headed "bleed case - shock
induced over the void" repeats the calculations carried out
in the zero bleed case but also has various controls to ensure
the shock geometry remains within the bounds laid down in the
discussion of the models. In this section the basic regime
calculations are carried out, i.e., the two shock systems, a
bifurcated normal shock followed by a normal shock which may
or may not span the flow.
The next section is headed "XIVS,GT,RLX" and deals
with the shock configuration in which the trailing foot of
the lambda leg is above the rear lip.
The final section headed "XPO,GT,RLX" calculates

- C.3 conditions for the flow regime in which there is an expansion
off the front lip with a normal shock in front of the rear
lip.
This is briefly the source program, it calls the
following major subroutines to carry out any detailed or
repetitive calculations.
Module

02

MACEQU

This routine calculates the working section Mach
number at any required value of x . In its present form, it
calculates the shock loss equivalent Mach number (see section 4),
Module

04 FRLPPR

Calculates the static pressure at the front lip
when the normal shock is upstream of the front lip.
Module

0^ WAVANG

The most frequently used routine in the program,
this calculates all the parameters associated with the plane
oblique shock.
Module

06 MACHNO

Calculates the Mach number given a total and a
static pressure.
Module

07 INNSOS

Solves the intersection problem of a normal and
an oblique shock.
Module

06 NOSHLO

Calculates the total and static pressure ratios
across a normal shock.

- C.4 Module

11

PRAMEY

Finds the Mach number downstream of a Prandt1-Meyer
expans ion •
Module

13

VORSHT

Solves for the intersection of an oblique shock
and a constant pressure slip plane.
Module

16

FSIGMA

Uses a relationship found from the experiments to
find the value of sigma for any free stream Mach number.
Module

17

FZETST

Calculates the non-dimensional displacement
thickness of the shear layer.
Module

18

COORPl

Finds the physical dimension of the shear layer at
any given value of x.
Module

19

CQ0RD2

Positions the shear layer between the lips.
Module

22

ESTSIG

Estimates a mean value of -sigma for different
free stream Mach numbers.
Module

23

BLEDSL

Finds the mass flow entrained in the shear layer
between the coordinate ^j)jy

^BLD*

- C.5 Module

2h

DUCLOS

Calculates the mean total pressure at the diffuser
o ut let,
Module
Finds

Module

2^
the

26

MEHTRY
d i f fuser

entry M ach number.

BLEDHT

This is really the reverse of BLEDSL.

It

finds the coordinates between which a certain mass floW is
entrained.
Module

27

SCNDTH

Finds the conditions at the second throat.
Module

28

POTOT

Calculates the area weighted mean total pressure
in the shear layer between coordinates Z1 and Z 2 ,
Module

29

Cal c u l a t e s

SHKLOS

the m ean total p r e s s u r e

--

in the shear layer behind a shock which dips into it.
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